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We want to provide a comfortable and confident classroom atmosphere.  It is a
fallacy that the numbers should be few in the EFL classroom, particularly in Asia.
The students' previous academic experience has been in large classroom group-

ings, which remove the individual pressure to be constantly speaking.  In this environment,
students have time to consider a response and to listen to others.  To maximize student
comfort and confidence, I suggest that larger general class sizes are a more favourable situ-
ation.  This allows the instructor to form pairs, teams, or other flexible groupings according
to the content and the skills to be encouraged.  It requires accurate labeling of the skills
emphasized in each lesson, and an understanding of the types and functions of groups in
order to maximize confidence and comfort and, therefore, learning.

Using Flexible Grouping Effectively in the EFL Classroom

-continued on page 19
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President's
Message bybybybyby

Park Joo-kyungPark Joo-kyungPark Joo-kyungPark Joo-kyungPark Joo-kyung

I should start this by
giving kudos to the Pusan

Chapter leaders and mem-
bers for their success in
hosting their first Mini-
conference, held at Pusan
University of Foreign
Studies, on May 24, 1997. It
was very exciting for me to
see more than 300 faces at the
conference beaming with joy
and new hopes for their
teaching. All three plenary
speakers, Greta Gorsuch,
Barbara Hoskins and David
Paul, came in a timely manner
to us with their wisdom to
scratch our long-time itches of
assessment and teaching
English to children.Thank
you, professors.

Along with the Cholla Chapter Annual Mini-conference
which is held in January, the Pusan Chapter conference is
one good example to show us the way an organization like
Korea TESOL can achieve its organizational development.
The power and the strength of an organization can be built
only when the supporting system runs well top down and
bottom up simultaneously. The national organization
should support the local chapters to strengthen themselves
and in return the local chapters should cooperate with one
another to make their mother organization a solid one. And
that's what we are pursuing now, I believe.

At several different events and conferences I attended
during this spring semester, I have heard from many
people that Korea TESOL is the most active organization
for English teachers in Korea, and in short, it's ALIVE! I
would like to take their comment as a genuine compliment,
not as flattery made simply to make me happy. Yes, we are
young and energetic, and restlessly hard working. We are
also going through odds and ordeals, our growing pains.
However, even that is good because that makes us
challenged to think things out and make a difference.

In order to realize some organizational development, we
are doing several projects: First, Korea TESOL publica-
tions, bi-monthly newsletters and an annual academic
journal. The first issue of our newsletter has been sent out
to the members in May and provided them with the
updated news and information, an incentive and a pride for
becoming a part of Korea TESOL. It was quite impressive.
Thanks, publication folks! It will expand its contents and
volume offering more issues and cures as it continues. I
strongly encourage all of you to contribute your thoughts
and ideas to the newsletter.

The journal is in the process of shaping itself in order to
meet the needs and expectations of our members. We are
aiming high to publish a quality journal and it requires
highly-skilled ELT professionals. We have been fortunate

to have Dr. Caroline Linse
as our editor-in-chief and
her task force. We
published our first journal
in January, which was a
little light but showed
great potential to become
a good one. I am very
sorry that she is leaving

her position (and this country) due to her new career back
in the States. Best wishes to you, Caroline. Now Korea
TESOL is searching for her successor who will have an
expertise in editing an ELT journal and a willingness and
dedication to share her or his expertise with us. Please
nominate someone or yourself.

Our second project is to strengthen our existing chapters
and Special Interest Groups (SIGs) and establish new
chapters and SIGs upon our members' demands. We have
six local chapters, including Seoul, Pusan, Cholla, Taejon,
Taegu, and Cheju. According to the May issue of the
Cheju Chapter Newsletter, they have outreached the
number of members to be named as an official chapter of
Korea TESOL. Congratulations to Cheju and thanks to the
Cheju leaders for your hard work!

Not many national SIGs are actively working in Korea
TESOL now, except the Teacher Ed/Development SIG
thanks to ever-passionate Greg Matheson and his group
members. However, I can easily anticipate that all our N-
SIGs will fully blossom soon because people are talking
about the needs and wants of sharing things with those
who have common ground. Our profession, TESOL,
continuously challenges us to develop our professionalism.
Working in SIGs will give you an opportunity to expand
your professional capacity.

Our last but not the least project is to make our annual
conference a success. As I mentioned in our last newslet-
ter, Korea TESOL is getting ready for two big events: First,
the 1997 Korea TESOL International Conference with the
theme "Technology in Education: Communicating beyond
traditional networks". It will be held at Education and
Cultural Center in Kyoung-ju, Korea, on October 3-5,
1997; Second, the 2nd Pan-Asia Conference in 1999, with
the theme "Teaching English: Linking Asian Contexts and
Cultures." The Pan-Asia venue will be announced shortly.

The annual conference serves as our final product of our
work and efforts throughout the year as well as a new
starting point for the next year. (The term of the Korea
TESOL national officers and the fiscal term start and finish
with the conference.) It reflects our current state of ELT in
Korea and abroad, and provides a new direction for us to
be geared toward, in order to better our research and
teaching. You will not only have a great learning experi-
ence by attending others' presentations but also you can
build your professional credentials by presenting your own
perspectives, which is one of the things our demanding
society wants us to do. Oh, well, after all, we are all
professionals, aren't we!

Korea TESOL's Second Mission: Organizational Development
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by Greg Matheson,
Soonchunhyang University

The first cross-country meet of
the Teacher Development/
Teacher Education group was

held at Hannam University on Sun-
day April 20 and featured a number
of papers on the theme of the prepa-
ration of elementary school teachers
for the teaching of English in the
public school system from this year.

KOTESOL President Park, Joo-
kyung's paper gave an overview of
the situation and emphasized the im-
portance of making goals clear and
the need not to deskill the Limited
English Proficiency teacher. She also
called on parents to work with teach-
ers rather than criticize them. She
noted that teachers need to be able to
maintain control of the anxiety levels
to which they are subjected. Just as
learners of English cannot learn if the
affective filter is too high, teachers
cannot become better teachers if they
are too anxious. She also suggested
appropriate methodology for the LEP
teacher and discussed the importance
of teachers' organizations like
KOTESOL.

Hwang Pyung-young (Pusan Na-
tional University) re-
ported the answers
to some sensitive
questions that teach-
ers on a training
course with native
speakers and bilin-
gual teachers were
asked. They said
what they wanted
was pronunciation,
conversation, classroom English, a
ridding of inhibitions, culture and
teaching methods, among other
things. Included among what was
most useful were the games, conver-
sation with NS, listening with the
bilinguals, pronunciation and discus-
sions. What they missed was actual
teaching practice, classroom visits and
greater understanding by the NS. She

also showed a video made for partici-
pants on the course featuring teach-
ers as actors performing a drama. Pe-
ter Nelson of Chung Ang University
(Seoul) spoke on the need for profes-
sional ESL training regardless of one's
academic or teaching background.
His presentation outlined the CELTA
(Certificate of English Language

Teaching to Adults) program offered
by International House in England,
and in particular its emphasis on
"hands on" teaching methods and the
use of tutor feedback.  Dr. Nelson pre-
sented a wide range of teaching ma-
terials used by IH and showed how
they could be applied in the class-
room.  His talk was repeated in the
Pusan mini-conference on Saturday,
24 May at 9:30 am.

Past President Kim Jeong-ryeol talked
about the varying emphases which
English departments at national uni-

versities of edu-
cation are placing
on traditional
academic con-
cerns, on meth-
odological prepa-
ration and on lan-
guage skill im-
provement in the
pre-service train-
ing of elementary

school teachers, as  the Ministry of
Education seeks to lower credit hours
from 150 to 140 to allow double ma-
jors in areas beside elementary edu-
cation. The two poles appeared to be
a continuation of traditional concerns
and a progressive attempt to give new
teachers the methodological tools to
cope with the new demands. He also
suggested teachers in the future may

be expected to acquire their English
skills outside the university and to
show a certain level of skill in tests
given when they seek certification.

Barbara Wright (Korea University)
noted the current controversy in Ko-
rea about which methods are best for
teaching foreign language to children.

After discussing her personal experi-
ence learning French as a child in
America, teaching Spanish as a Sec-
ond Language to American children
in Mexico, and Training Elementary
Teachers in America, the presenter
concluded that the Natural Approach
to language acquisition (Krashen and
Terrell, 1983) is the best one for chil-
dren under the age of 11 or 12.  She
showed a portion of a video entitled
The Natural Approach (Brauer, 1995)
which illustrates a multilevel foreign
language classroom with students at
various levels of language acquisition:
Preproduction Stage, Early Produc-
tion Stage, Speech Emergence Stage,
Developing Fluency Stage. The film
shows that  it does not matter whether
the teachers are native speakers them-
selves so long as they supply as much
input as possible at the appropriate
level for their students and so long as
they   do not  force students   to speak
until they have reached their  produc-
tion level of acquisition.

Greg Matheson, former Seoul Chap-
ter President, is a founding member
of the Teacher Development and
Education special interest group. He
worked at the Korea Times for 10
years before joining Soonchunhyang
University. He can be contacted by
email at grr@chollian.dacom.co.kr.

Teacher Ed. group meets, discusses primary English education & training

It does not matter whether the teachers are
native speakers themselves so long as they
supply as much input as possible at the
appropriate level for their students.

What they wanted
was pronuncia-
tion, conversa-
tion, classroom
English,
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National
Conference

bybybybyby
Kari KuglerKari KuglerKari KuglerKari KuglerKari KuglerThe 1997 Korea TESOL

Conference, Technol-
ogy in Education:

Communicating Beyond
Traditional Networks, will be
held on the weekend of Oc-
tober 3-5, 1997at the Educa-
tional and Cultural Center  in
the Pomun Lake Resort area in historic Kyoung-ju.

With this change in venue, the 1997 Korea TESOL Con-
ference promises to provide greater opportunities to ex-
change ideas. In taking the conference out of  a university
in Seoul and having it at the world class Kyoung-ju Edu-
cational and Cultural Center, all conference participants
will be spending  two and a half days gathered together at
one self- contained site.  Participants will not have to fight
Seoul traffic and the uncertainties of getting a yogwan or
a hotel room. Members have requested more time at con-
ferences for both structured and informal socializing and
discussion with people having similar interests.  The pos-
sibility for this will now be maximized as members will
now be attending presentations and staying and eating in
one central location.

The conference committee has agreed to rent a block of
rooms from the center in exchange for free use of the con-
ference rooms.  Therefore members are asked to support
the conference by taking a room at the conference site.
And as transportation to Kyoung-ju is limited but in heavy
demand on a holiday weekend, the conference co-chairs
are currently negotiating with a travel agent to provide an
economical, convenient and comfortable group package
which will include transportation, lodging, meals and an
optional tour of Kyoung-ju.  Details on this will be forth-
coming.  Please wait to make travel plans until you re-
ceive this information.

The conference program will truly be international and
will provide the finest opportunity for professional growth
available in Korea.  There will be notable speakers from
thirteen countries: Singapore,  Hong Kong, New Zealand,
the USA, Canada, Mexico, Australia, China, Japan, Ma-
laysia, Taiwan, Thailand and the UK.  In keeping with the
theme there will be technical presentations on using
Internet and videos in the language classroom.  There will
also be numerous nontechnical presentations.  For those
teaching at the secondary, college and adult levels there
will be  presentations on the use of drama in the class-
room and cross cultural communications.  For those teach-
ing at the elementary level there will be presentations on
the use of games, motivational activities and communica-
tive activities.  You can be certain that this conference will
stimulate you to try new ideas in your classroom this fall.

One of  our plenary speakers will be Former IATEFL Chair

Alan Maley (1988-1992)
who  teaches in the
Master's Program at the
National University of
Singapore.  He has been
in the TESL field for over
thirty years and worked
for the British Council in
six countries from 1963-

1988.  He will deliver a paper entitled "Technology: Bane
or Boon?"  This presentation will examine the role of in-
formation technology in language learning and assess the
viability of  advanced technology  in particular cases.

David Nunan, another plenary speaker will be sponsored
by International Thomson Publishing.  Perhaps best
known in Korea as the author of  the textbook  series,
Atlas: Learning-Centered Communication published by
Heinle & Heinle, David Nunan is currently Professor of
Applied Linguistics  and Director of the English Centre at
the University of Hong Kong.  In 1995 he served on the
Executive Board of  TESOL International.  In his presen-
tation "Beyond Traditionalism: What We Have Learned
from Twenty Years of Research and Practice in Foreign
Language Teaching" he develops the idea that, "current
trends are basically evolutionary rather than revolution-
ary in nature..."

The 1997 KOTESOL Conference will also have other ex-
citing speakers.  Jack Richards, author of the series Inter-
change will  be presenting.  The 1997 Conference will also
feature Angela Llanas, co-author of the Kid's Club series.
She is coming from the Anglo Mexican Cultural Institute
in Mexico City, Mexico to do presentations on  elemen-
tary classroom methodology.  Julia ToDutka and Irwin
Kirsch from Educational Testing Services, makers of the
TOEFL Test  will be coming to demonstrate TOEFL 2000.
To address the need to develop an awareness of global
issues in the language classroom, Kip Cates from Japan
and Tim Grant, Co-Editor of Green Teacher will be giv-
ing presentations.

October 3-5 is a weekend in Kyoung-ju that you will not
want to miss!  At no other place or time this year in Korea
will you have an equal opportunity for professional de-
velopment!  We look forward to seeing you in historic
Kyoung-ju, capital of the Shilla Dynasty where the present
exists side-by-side with a one thousand year old history!

Kari Kugler, 1997 KOTESOL Conference Co-Chair,  with
Demetra Gates, can be contacted by email at
haceta@bora.dacom.co.kr; by fax at 53-628-3340; or by
phone at 53-653-5416. Demetra Gates can be contacted
by email at gatesde@taekyo.taegu-e.ac.kr; by fax at
53-559-4293; or by phone at 53-559-4292.

National conference slated for Kyoungju; October 3-5
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by Barbara Hoskins

Getting students to speak in En-
glish class is rarely a problem.
Students love to talk about

school, about their clubs, about their
friends, about their interests. Getting to
speak English is sometimes more diffi-
cult. Students most often revert to their
first language during activities and other
less-structured language practice. They
revert to their L1 when faced with ac-
tivities that are are beyond their lan-
guage level, inadequately explained, or
provide no real reason to speak.

We can not force our students to speak
English. However, we can make it easier
for them to stay in English by ensuring
that students always 1) know the lan-
guage necessary for the activity; 2) un-
derstand what they are expected to do
in the activity; and 3) have a reason to
speak.

To meet the first requirement, always
examine activities  before using them
to see exactly what language will be
necessary and be sure that students
have already learned that language.
Then, give students some sort of lan-
guage reference (like a grammar box)
to use during the activities. Activities are
not a very good means of teaching new

language. They work best in the prac-
tice that comes after students are com-
fortable using a new structure.

We can meet the second requirement
by modelling activities before asking
students to do them. Making sure that

Getting Students to Speak English
all students understand what is ex-
pected of them can take a lot of time, at
least the first time an activity is intro-
duced. However, if you use the same
types of activities often, to practice new
language, then the time is well-spent.

To give our students a reason to speak,
we need to make activities communi-
cative, dividing information in such a
way that students have to share their
information in order to complete  an
activity or "task." There are three basic
types of communicative activities, or
ways of dividing information. The ex-
amples I havve listed under each cat-
egory are all activities taken from vari-
ous Let's Go teacher's books, but as
models for creating activities, they can
be used with any textbook.

I. JIGSAW

In a jigsaw activity, every student has
one piece of information. Students have
to work together and share information
in order to complete a task. Typical jig-
saw activities include Living Sentences,
Strip Stories and Find Your Partner.

LIVING  SENTENCES.
The class is divided into groups of as
many students as there are words in a
sentence. Each student has one word
of a sentence, and students may not

show each other their words. Students
stand, and by repeating their words, put
themselves in order to form a sentence.
They may not speak except to repeat
their words.

STRIP STORIES.
Each student gets a line of a dialog or
reading passage, and the group works
together to put the dialog or passage in
order.

FIND YOUR PARTNER.
Students each receive half of a set: two
identical pictures, two halves of a sen-
tence, or a question and answer. By re-
peating the target question or sentence,
students try to find their partners (the
student holding the matching card).

II. T RANSFER

In a transfer activity, one student has all
of the information and transfers it (usu-
ally by telling, or asking questions) to
other students who then do something
with the information. Typical activities
include Bingo, Picture Game, and Cha-
rades.

PICTURE GAME.
Write 5-10 vocabulary words or phrases
on a list (for younger children, use Stu-
dent Cards or other picture cues). Di-
vide the class into teams. Show the first
item on the list to one student from each
team. Check to make sure that all stu-
dents understand the word or phrase.
Then, students go back to their groups
and try to get the other members to say
the item. There are only two rules: stu-

dents can not use the tar-
get word and they cannot
use their L1. For young
children, let them draw
pictures and use gestures
to communicate the tar-
get word. For older chil-
dren (and adults) allow
them to also talk around
the word, using other vo-
cabulary to communicate
the word.

CHARADES.
One team member uses gestures and
actions to elicit a vocabulary word or
phrase from his or her team. However,
if you have students stop during their
miming, you can also use charades to
practice the past continuous (What was
she doing? What is she doing now?

Living Sentences
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What was she doing when I said
"stop"?).

BINGO.
Each student has a nine-square grid,

three rows of three squares each (the
traditional 25 square grid works fine, but
takes more time). Students select nine
Student Cards (based on the lesson) and
arrange them at random on the grid, or
write nine vocabulary words or phrases
in the squares. The caller picks a card
from a duplicate set of Student or word
cards and calls out the vocabulary item.
If the students have that item on their
grids, they turn the card over, or cover
it with a piece of paper. The winner is
the first student to cover three squares
across, down, or diagonally.

III. E XCHANGE

Each partner has half of the informa-
tion, which must be exchanged in or-
der to complete a task. Exchange ac-
tivities include information gap, Back-
to-Back Pictures, and File Grids.

INFORMATION  GAP.
Information gaps are common in adult
classes, but rarely used with children.
They work equally well in children's

classes, if we make
sure that our stu-
dents have all the
language neces-
sary to complete
the gap and that
they clearly under-
stand how to do it.
This kind of activ-
ity is more compli-
cated than some
of the others, and
may take more
time for model-
ling, but the qual-
ity of the language
practice makes it
worth the extra
time. To make an
information gap
activity, select 2-3
questions to be re-
viewed. Names go
in the first column,
and the answers to
the questions are
equally divided
between Students
A and B. To en-
sure that students
have all of  the lan-

guage necessary to do the activity, in-
clude a grammar box or language ex-
ample with the information gap. Stu-
dents take turns asking and answering
questions to fill in their grids. For older
children, it is also a great opportunity
for spelling practice if they have to ask
each other how to spell parts of the an-
swer.

For younger children (non-readers),
you can make an information gap us-
ing pictures and Student Cards. Make
the information gap grid large enough
to accommodate Student Cards. Place
a notebook or some other object as a
screen so that students can not see each
other's grids. Student A places Student
Cards on his or her grid for the first half
of the information. Student B does the
same for the second half. Then, students
exchange information by telling or an-
swering questions. They place Student

Cards in their open spaces based on the
information they are given. Students
check their answers by comparing the
grids; they should be identical.

BACK-TO-BACK PICTURES.
Students first draw a simple picture us-
ing familiar vocabulary items. Students
can also use simple pictures drawn by
the teacher to speed up the activity. Sit-
ting back-to-back, students take turns
telling each other what to draw (and af-
ter they have learned prepositions,
where to draw it) to duplicate the pic-
ture. Students check their accuracy by
comparing drawings.

FILE  GRIDS.
This activity uses a nine-square grid
similar to the Bingo grid, but numbered
1-9. Students draw pictures or write
words in each of the nine squares. Al-
ternately, students place Student Cards
in each of the squares. Then, students
take turns telling their partners how to
recreate the grid. (Number 1. Two trees.
Or What's 1? It's two trees.)

Students compare grids to check their
accuracy.

Whenever we use communicative ac-
tivities with our students, we allow even
beginning students to use language in
the same way advanced speakers do.
They stop thinking about the language
and start using it as a means to do some-
thing. In fact, games and activities are
probably the most real way students can
use language in class. But in order to be
effective and motivating, we must al-
ways be sure that students have all of
the language necessary to complete the
task, know clearly what to do, and feel
that there is a real reason to speak. Do
these three things, and you too will ex-
perience the day that you have to say
"Please stop speaking English for just a
moment!"

REFERENCES:
Hoskins, B., K. Frazier, R. Nakata

and E. Kisslinger (1992-1996). Let's
Go Teacher's Book (Levels 1-6). New
York: Oxford University Press.

Phillips, Sarah (1993). Young
Learners, Oxford: Oxford University
Press.
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by Kimberlee Rasmusson,
Kyungil University

Imagine the smell of fresh sea air, the
touch of cool breezes, and the sight

of sun and showers over green hill-
sides in. . .Pusan!  First-timers com-
ing to this port city in mid-May can't
help but feel invigorated by the air,
land, and sea.  So it was for over 200
participants who came to the 1997
Pusan Chapter of Korea TESOL
Mini-Conference on May 24th at
Pusan University of Foreign Studies.

The Pusan Chapter representatives,
namely Naun Hwang, Les Miller,
Robert Dickey, Jeanne Martinelli, and
Mike Hughes, along with the faculty,
administrators, staff, and students of
PUFS could not have done a better
job in organizing this event.  From
8:30 a.m.to 8:30 p.m. teaching profes-
sionals from around the nation and
from other countries spent time talk-
ing with old friends and making new
friends.  Attendees gleaned exciting
new ideas for the classroom in be-
tween the catered lunch and dinner,
drinks, raffle, and publishers' displays
all for a fee of 5,000won per person.

At the center of this year's conference
entitled, Theory into Practice: Teach-
ing English in the Asian Classroom,

stood the three plenary presenters:
Greta Gorsuch (Longman), Barbara
Hoskins (Oxford University Press),
and David Paul (Heinemann).  Ms
Gorsuch succinctly described differ-
ences between testing methods and
how knowing these differences can
help make teaching English more in-
tentional and goal driven.  She
strongly urged teachers to use pre-and
post-tests designed to measure stu-
dent achievement.  Ms. Hoskins, on
the other hand, demonstrated com-
municative classroom techniques for
getting children to speak English.  She
believes that, "Children will use En-
glish in activities if they 1) know the
language necessary for the activity, 2)
understand what they are expected to
do, and 3) have a reason to speak."
Ms. Hoskins recommended specific
activities. David Paul expounded his
methods for teaching Asian students
-- begin with a game, continue with
games, and end with a game.  For him,
the role of the game is central when
training students to speak out.

Of course, there wouldn't have been
a 1997 Pusan Mini-Conference with-
out the 23 session presenters who
volunteered their time and expertise.
The mood throughout the day was so
positive that many sessions ran over.
Overall, participants left the confer-
ence feeling enlightened and edified.

by Cho, Sook Eun,
Saemyung Institute

On the  bright, breezy  morning  of
May  24th, the  Pusan Chapter

of  Korea TESOL started it's first con-
ference at Pusan University of Foreign
Studies. Even before the opening ad-
dress took place at 10:30, the class-
rooms of  the University's  Language
Center  were full for  a set  of concur-
rent sessions.

There were 5 presentations at 9:30, for
the first session of the day. One of  the
presenters,   Barbara Hoskins, co-au-
thor of Let's Go,  was one of those
early morning presenters. It worked
out  very successfully, as the book  has
already  become one  of the  most
popular English  courses for children
in Korea.

Most of the  attendees knew about  the
book and  responded perfectly  to her
guidance. She showed multiple ways
of using her books, cards and even
small details on each  page. But  be-
cause of the  limited time,  she con-
centrated  on level 1, and couldn't
spare much time on the higher levels.
Anyway, her presentation was full of
ideas with joyful methods, with many
new ideas to try.

And an afternoon session by former
Pusan Chapter President, Michael
Duffy, was also joyful, with popular
songs for the classroom.  We learned
vocabulary, idioms, grammar, and
even culture in different songs, includ-
ing a Korean one.

Barbara Hoskin's afternoon plenary
entitled "Getting Children to Speak
English" focused on ways of structur-
ing tasks so as to steer young learn-
ers away from speaking Korean to get
their point across.

The opening plenary talk was given
by Greta Gorsuch of Mejiro Univer-
sity, Japan, co-author of the Lingual
House, Impact series. Her subject
was not the textbook, but student as-

Mini-conference brings maxi-confidence at Pusan KOTESOL
sessment. She argued that testing,
rather than being just an unwelcome
burden, should be a central part of
teaching. She stressed the  importance
of testing  students' mastery of  what
they have been taught, rather than
their  overall proficiency, as measured
by  TOEFL or TOEIC tests.

Another perspective on teaching chil-
dren  was offered by  an old friend  of
the Chapter, David Paul, in the clos-
ing plenary. He stressed that one of
the essential roles of the teacher is to
create confusion in the mind of stu-
dents, in order to ask questions. Drills

can be initiated by presenting a set of
seemingly unrelated phrases, or by
posing  as an  alien who  needs to
have even  the most  common place
things explained.

All the attendees, teaching  English  in
schools,  colleges  or institutes,
showed an enthusiastic response to
the various sessions. They seemed  to
be   very pleased having a high level
conference here in Pusan. The  teach-
ers I  spoke to   were interested above
all in getting new materials, methods
and guidance in using books from the
authors.

Mood at Mini-conference Positive
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Cultural
Corner edited byedited byedited byedited byedited by

Jeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. Martinelli

by Kang, Yun Jong;
Kim, Sun Jung;
Park, Eun Jung;
and Jung, Dong Ho

editor's note: Cultural Cor-
ner is a sharing corner:
resources, comments, feedback to ap-
pearing articles, any passing
thoughts or ideas that one KoTESOL
member thinks might be helpful to
another KoTESOL member.  Be
reflective.  Hold cultural dialogues. .
. Last issue we heard about Humor
in the Classroom; this edition we
look at cross-cultural love. Com-
ments and column ideas to:
jeanne@hyowon.cc.pusan.ac.kr

"Culture in language learning is not
an expendable fifth skill, tacked on,
so to speak, to the teaching of speak-
ing, listening, reading, and writing.
It is always in the background, right
from day one, ready to unsettle the
good language learners when they
expect it least, making evident the
limitations of their hard won com-
municative competence, challenging
their ability to make sense of the
world around them." --Claire
Kramsch

 As noted language
and culture linguist
expert, Claire
Kramsch, points out
above, we are becom-
ing more and more
aware of the influence
(no matter how
appearingly subtle) of
culture in foreign lan-
guage learning.  What
happens when these
cross-cultural issues
leave an academic
realm, and enter matters closer to the
heart: cross-cultural love relation-
ships?

A group of students at Pusan Na-
tional University wanted to find out
just that.  They developed a question-

naire which they used to interview
eleven different "cross-cultural" mar-
ried couples.  Their subjects were a
variety of Korean, Japanese, Austra-
lian, American, Canadian, and En-
glish mixed married folks. Following
is a brief summary of some of their
findings, which may not be surpris-
ing to those involved in bicultural
communities for any length of time.
But for these young adults, eager to
define just what exactly "globaliza-
tion" means in their country, on a
personal romantic level, and for oth-
ers equally curious, it's something to
think about.

As the world gets smaller
through globalization and
more people travelling and

living abroad, more people have op-
portunities to meet someone from a
different cultural background.  Today
in Korea, we can see many cross-cul-
tural couples. Only a few years ago,
it was not uncommon that mixed

couples were stared at and given dirty
looks.  But today people seem to ac-
cept such couples more and more.

Our questions were divided into three
parts: before marriage, current mar-
riage life, and children. Our goal was

to discover how couples
overcome and compromise
cultural differences in order
to understand each other.

BEFORE MARRIAGE

Initially, the main attraction
for our couples was person-
ality (and "lust" as one re-

spondent said!), rather than cultural
differences.  But they admitted that
cultural difference was the second
leading factor in choosing their part-
ners.  Most of them met through mu-
tual friends, except for one special
case where one couple was fixed up
by the wife's daughter (through a pre-
vious marriage).

For foreigner husbands there was no
difficulty in getting permission from
their parents, but for Koreans it was
hard to persuade their parents.  How-
ever, to our surprise, the parents al-
lowed them to marry after meeting
their "would be son-in-laws."  Even
though they had communication
problems, they got along with each
other very easily and quickly they
said.

DURING MARRIED  LIFE

Throughout married life, couples ex-
perience each other's culture, which

broadens their point
of view about world
affairs.  However, be-
cause of different
language and cus-
toms, they often
must explain every
detail.  This can be a
little frustrating.
Some suggestions
offered by some
couples were that
those who are afraid
of the difficulties,

keep communicating with each other
in order to overcome the differences
and try to see their partners as humans
and not as foreigners.  Most of the
people we talked to have not yet had
any serious arguments, but they do

Cross-cultural couples: surprises? No surprises?

For foreigner husbands there was no
difficulty in getting permission from
their parents, but for Koreans it was
hard to persuade their parents. How-
ever, to our surprise, the parents
allowed them to marry after meeting
their "would be son-in-laws."

-continued on page 27
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by William Snyder,
Korea University

Korea is awash with English
teachers.  You can meet
people who are plying this

trade every day, everywhere you go
in Seoul.  And every day, you can read
and hear the complaints: the quality
of English teaching is low; too many
teachers aren't qualified to teach and
don't know what they are doing in the
classroom; too much money is being
spent on too little value. These are
genuine matters of concern, both for
the sake of any students affected and
for the reputation of the profession.

At the same time, we also have to
clear up the difference between being
qualified and being a good teacher.  In
Korea, the minimal qualification for
a native speaker to receive a work visa
for teaching English is a B.A..  I know
many people who would argue that
anyone without some kind of profes-
sional training is unqualified.  But
here's where things begin to get fuzzy
for me.  I've met a lot of people who
only have B.A.'s, who don't have pro-
fessional training, and who I think are
good teachers.  Not just here, but in
America, as well.  I'm sure the same
situation exists in other places.  All
around the world, people without pro-
fessional training are acting as English
teachers.  A number of them are good
at it and make a career of teaching
English.  Some even go on to acquire
professional training. If professional
training isn't a prerequisite to being a
good teacher, then why do it? The
people who enter professional train-
ing programs generally expect that the
process will make them better teach-
ers, that it will add to or expand their
ability to function in the classroom in
some way.  But how? What does
training do?  I'd like to present some
ideas and put forth a proposal for re-
search that may help us understand
the role of training more clearly.
Teachers' participation in the class-
room is shaped by their frames of ref-

erence, the personal and professional
experiences that affect how they ap-
proach the learning process. 1) The
personal experiences are their life sto-
ries, especially their experiences as
learners (of languages).  Their profes-
sional experiences encompass both
their experience in the classroom as
teachers and any training they might
have. Each of these influences the
decisions individual teachers make in
planning and managing the learning
process;  each of them teaches the
teacher something about how to make
learning possible.

The rest of this article will focus on
the role of professional training alone,
leaving classroom experiences, from
both sides of the desk, aside. Profes-
sional training really comes in two
parts: a theoretical education which
provides teachers with background
knowledge about their subject matter
and practical training in methodology
and classroom management.2)  While
most American M.A. programs offer
both kinds of training in a package, it
is possible to separate them.  For ex-
ample, my degree is in linguistics, but
I went through a program that did not
provide teacher training courses.  I
have a good understanding of second
language acquisition processes and of
the structure of English as a result, but
what I know of classroom manage-
ment and teaching methodology has
come through my experience as a
teacher and searching by myself for
answers to questions I had.

Here are some thoughts as to what
each contributes to shaping a lan-
guage teacher, based on my experi-
ences and informal talks with other
teachers.  The theoretical education
provides teachers with a richer under-
standing of what is happening to the
learner. When teachers can recognize
developmental patterns in their stu-
dents' acquisition of language, they
are better able to adapt the classroom
process to the learner and provide
them with focused lessons that build
on what they have shown they know.
Part of creating these lessons is mak-

ing use of the knowledge of language
provided in the theoretical education.
This knowledge also allows teachers
to answer student questions about
language with accuracy and confi-
dence.  The practical training expands
the menu of choices teachers have for
constructing lessons and presenting
the language to the learner.  When
teachers have options, they can ad-
just their lessons to use methods that
are most effective with their students,
even during the course of a lesson.
They also gain flexibility in the roles
they can present themselves in to
learners, being a facilitator of language
use at one time, a resource for lan-
guage structures another.  Lastly, both
education and training provide teach-
ers with a professional vocabulary
that allows them to communicate with
one another and enhance their abili-
ties through those interactions. As I
said earlier, these are thoughts, best
guesses, based only on informal self-
observations of teachers.  (And in pre-
senting them, I want to make it clear
that the results of professional train-
ing can only be wholly understood in
terms of its interaction with the other
types of experience that make up the
teacher's frame of reference.) These
observations are the foundation for a
research project I am beginning in
order to better understand the effects
of professional training.

I would like to interview experienced
teachers, who have worked at least
one year, but do not have professional
training, about their approaches to
teaching, what they have learned from
their experiences, and how they feel
professional training might be of use
to them. These teachers are a resource
to help us begin to understand how
experience and training shape teach-
ers. If you meet these qualifications,
please contact me via e-mail at
wsnyder@net.co.kr or by phone at
2-920-2226 (work) or 2-921-4102
(home).

William Snyder has a PhD in Linguis-
tics, specializing in Second Lan-
guage Acquisition from Northwest-
ern University. His current research
focuses on non-professional teach-
ers'  theories of teaching and class-
room communication.

What does training do?
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Pan
Asia

bybybybyby
Kari KuglerKari KuglerKari KuglerKari KuglerKari Kugler

The First Pan Asian
Conference, the
theme of which was

"New Perspectives on
Teaching and Learning En-
glish in Asia" ended on
January 5, 1997. The confer-
ence was a success. Thai
TESOL gave an excellent demonstra-
tion on how to organize and host a
conference. For three days, hundreds
of English teachers from Thailand,
Japan, Malaysia, Indonesia, Korea,
Taiwan, Hong Kong, Singapore, and
other Asian countries gathered to-
gether in Bangkok to discuss and de-
fine the common goals and issues of
teaching and learning English in Asia.

The initial excitement resulting from
this event has abated. The 45 partici-
pants from Korea have returned and
are now completing another term of
teaching. But as summer plans are
firmed up, the term ends and another
newsletter is published and distrib-
uted, two questions need to be asked.
The first is how to maintain the mo-
mentum of discussing the issues that
emerged from the First Pan Asian
Conference? The second is what is-
sues emerged from the first confer-
ence that need to be continued in the
next conference? These are questions
that need to be examined as plans are
made for the Second Pan Asian Con-
ference to be held in Korea in Octo-
ber 1999.

To answer these questions it is help-
ful to look back at the issues which
were identified for the First Pan Asian
Conference. The first issue was cul-
turally relevant techniques and mate-
rials. The second was appropriate
technology relating to education. And
the last was the effective use of En-
glish throughout Asia.

The dialogue on culturally relevant
teaching techniques and materials
continued this spring at the Pusan
Mini-Conference. Over two hundred
English teachers from Korea and Ja-
pan heard presentations on testing,
teaching techniques for the elemen-

Looking Forward to The Second Pan Asian Conference

tary classroom, the use of drama,
teaching with songs and how im-
ported teaching methods often fail
Asian students. This conference dem-
onstrated the interest that English
teachers have in the identification of
methods that are successful with
Asian learners of English.

The 1997 Korea TESOL Conference
with the theme "Technology in Edu-
cation: Communicating Beyond Tra-
ditional Networks" promises to con-
tinue the debate on appropriate tech-
nology. Speakers from thirteen coun-
tries have submitted proposals. Alan
Maley will do a plenary which was
originally conceived of as an offshoot
of his paper presented at the first Pan
Asian Conference, "Myth, Mesmer-
ism and Magic". The 1997 KoTESOL
presentation, "Technology Bane or
Boon?" examines the role of informa-
tion technology and assesses its vi-
ability in particular cases of language
learning . As planning for this confer-
ence continues, the momentum for a
forum where the issues related to En-
glish teaching in Asia can be debated
by English teachers from across Asia
is clearly felt.

The third issue identified for the First
Pan Asian Conference was the effec-
tive use of English throughout Asia.
At the "Agenda 2000 Colloquium"
Kim Jeong-Ryeol, as the Korean rep-
resentative, called for the recognition
of an Asian English. He asked in a
very moving statement that what has
been regarded as Konglish be reex-
amined as the acculturation of English
to the culture where it is being used.
He gave an example from his own
experience in learning English in Ko-
rea. His first native speaker teacher
corrected his use of such phrases as
our mother, my alumni friend, my

junior and my senior.
From a norm referenced
point of these phrases
could be regarded as ab-
normal or mistakes. But
they reflect the reality of
the life experiences of Ko-
rean learners of English. To

label these terms as mistakes to be
corrected not only negates learner's
experiences, but it also is a subtle way
of implying to students that English
cannot really be a language for them.

Kim Jeong-Ryeol's call for a recogni-
tion of Asian English must be seri-
ously considered. My senior, my jun-
ior, our mother and alumni friend are
not signs of carelessness or incorrect
usage. Rather, they are terms that de-
note very fundamental cultural values
which influence behavior. My senior
and my junior are terms for relation-
ships which entail specific duties, re-
sponsibilities and behaviors. Our
mother reveals the importance of the
group in Korean culture as opposed
to the importance of the individual in
western culture. Adherence to these
values gives the individual a place and
role in society. A language that does
not evolve to encompass these values
can only have limited relevance to our
students.

The development, identification and
documentation of the evolution of an
Asian English is an issue that needs
to be developed at the next Pan Asian
Conference. Recognition of such
terms as our mother, my alumni
friend, my junior and my senior will
enrich the language because a lan-
guage evolves as users contribute their
own cultural values and realities to the
English language.

Kari Kugler teaches at Keimyung
Junior College in Taegu. She is
1997 KoTESOL Conference Co-
Chair and co-coordinator of the
1999 Pan-Asia conference to be
held in Korea. She can be contacted
by fax 53-628-3340 at or via e-mail
at haceta@bora.dacom.co.kr
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Trends and Transitions: JALT97 Trends Lead Us to
Explore.  Transitions Lead Us to Change

by Jane Hoelker, JALT National Public Relations Chair

JALT97, the 23rd Annual JALT International Conference on Language Teaching/Learning and Educational
Materials Exposition, will take place October 9-12th.  The venue is the new, exciting ACT City in Hamamatsu
which is less than an hour by train from Tokyo Station.  The conference theme is "Trends and Transi-

tions."  Main Speakers include Penny Ur sponsored by the British Council, Chris Candlin sponsored by the
Australian International Educational Foundation and Dr. Devon Woods of Carleton University sponsored by the
Canadian Embassy who will also join the 4Corners of Japan Tour.

In addition, Alastair Pennycook of the University of Melbourne is sponsored by AIEF as a 4Corners of Japan
Tour Speaker.  The 4Corners of Japan Tour is a two-week pre-conference tour.  The AIEF-sponsored Speaker and
the Canadian Embassy-sponsored Speaker will be joined by Dr. Lilia F. Realubit of the University of The Philip-
pines, recipient of the JALT Annual Asian Educator Scholarship.  The Tour has brought the Speakers into more
intimate contact with JALT members.  This contact adds, as Julian Edge 1996 Tour-Conference Speaker and
Sandra Savignon 1995 Tour-Conference Speaker said, a special and rich dimension to their contributions two
weeks later at the conference.

The Conference starts Thursday, October 9th, with a special program of Featured Speaker Workshops lead by
these respected language educators: Dave Willis, Adrian Underhill, Aleda Krause, Michael Swan, David Nunan
and Jack Richards.  Each speaker has been sponsored by one of the Associate Members of JALT.  For more
information on these exciting workshops, see the June issue of  The Language Teacher.

During the next three days there will be more than 400 hours of plenary speeches, workshops, lectures, demon-
strations, colloquia, roundtable discussions, and poster sessions.  In the exhibition area the Associate Members
will display the most recent texts, software, and services to help you in your classes.  The extensive "Australian
Fair," a special event for 1997, will have the latest in educational materials from Australia.  The N-SIG exhibitions
will show you the research and other activities they are involved in.  In addition, there will be a host of social
events such as the traditional Conference Banquet and the Prentice Hall "One-Can-Party."

For updated information about JALT97 check conference information at
<http://www.miyazaki-mic.ac.jp/JALT/JALT97.html>.

The JALT World Wide Web page is at
<http:/langue.hyper.chubu.ac.jp/jalt>.

The Language Teacher is on-line at <http:/langue.hyper.chubu.ac.jp/jalt/pub/tlt>.

Information and application forms can be found with the June issue of The Language Teacher.

See You in Hamamatsu!

If you have any questions about JALT97, please contact the JALT Central Office, Urban Edge Bldg, 5th
Floor, 1-37-9 Taito, Taito-ku, Tokyo 110, JAPAN    Tel:  +81-3-3837-1630    Fax:  +81-3-3837-1631
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Name that
Member edited byedited byedited byedited byedited by

Jeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. MartinelliJeanne E. Martinelli

Remember: This col-
umn is for
celebrating the di-

versity of our KoTESOL
membership-body! You
may see a bit of yourself
in someone else, or you
may learn something new
about someone here! If
you've got members you'd
like to see featured, send in
information, including a
photo.  To: jeanne@
hyowon.cc.pusan.ac.kr
Or: Jeanne E. Martinelli,
Pusan National University,
Department of English
Education, San 30
J a n g j e o n - d o n g ,
Kumjeong-gu Pusan 609-
735.

This month's "Name That Member!"
column looks at a couple of faces who
have been around for a loooonnngg
time in KoTESOL; from its founding
days. Both are actively working to
make KoTESOL a "happening" kind
of professional teaching organization
for all its members today.

But, first, a reminder of a face that
goes with one of the names of the two
members highlighted in last month's
edition: from Cheju: Carol A. Binder.

And now for this June/July's Mem-
bers Feature. He's fondly known as
"Mr. TOEFL" by those who have
known him over 14 years of teaching
TOEFL, and 10 years of teaching En-
glish.

He firmly believes that middle and
high school teachers in Korea need
more involvement in an "integrated"
approach: reading, grammar, listen-
ing, speaking, and conversation.

Currently the administrator at Young
Mi Foreign Language Institute in
Taejon, he attended Yongsei Univer-
sity in Seoul. "I love scholarship," he
says, and "I'm interested in methods".
So he searched for a  method to care-

fully explain TOEFL to his students,
who "liked me, stayed with me, and
learned English."

He was a missionary for four years,
and travelled to Canada, the United
States, and parts of Asia.  He went to
Australia in 1995 for ten weeks to ob-
serve teachers at the Melbourne En-
glish Center.

A former Vice-President of KATE
(Korea Association of Teachers of
English), and Vice-President of the
Taejon Chapter, he is currently again
the Vice-President of the Taejon
Chapter and he is hard at work as
Commercial Liaison for KoTESOL.
He negotiates with the publishers con-
cerning displays at the national con-
ference, and advertisement placement
in publications.

"This new commercial policy is dif-
ferent from what we've had before,"
he says, "it may fail or it may suc-
ceed." But, with this KoTESOL mem-
ber behind it, we're sure it will SUC-
CEED!

Name That Member!: Joo Hyun Chul;
Tony Joo.

He's another long-termer of
KoTESOL, there from the
start, working with KATE,
as the Chairman of the "Um-
brella" Committee to find
ways to merge with AETK
(Association of English
Teachers in Korea) and be-
come KoTESOL.

He organized the first Cholla
(and KoTESOL) chapter. He
wrote the original financial
policy papers and chapter
elections guidelines for
KoTESOL.

He's an assistant professor in
the Department of English
Education at Wonkwang
University in Iksan and has
been bringing drama teams

regularly to the annual Taejon Drama
Festival. His six year old daughter is
AeRa Lee, and his wife Ae Kyoung
was KoTESOL treasurer for three
years, and is currently the Finance
Committee Chair.

He has a MA degree in Anthropology,
with an emphasis in linguistics, from
Idaho State University. His publica-
tions include the article "A Paradigm
Shift for English Teaching Associa-
tions," and a textbook on video En-
glish. He was the managing editor of
Language Teaching: the Korea
TESOL Journal from 1994-95.

He's currently the KoTESOL Infor-
mation Systems Management Chair,
and is organizing the membership list.

 "I've been one of the strongest pro-
ponents of a cross-cultural balance in
KoTESOL," he says, and continues
to work towards his goal of
KoTESOL positively meeting BOTH
expatriate and Korean teacher English
teaching needs.

Name That Member!: Jack Large

Taejon Chapter Vice-President, Mr. TOEFL;
and Cholla founding member now info guruIntroducing:

Carol Bender Jack Large
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by, Jeanne E. Martinelli

Barbara Hoskins is co-author of
the very popular children's
series Let's Go (teacher's book,

levels 1-4; students' book, levels 5-6).
She gave a workshop and was a fea-
tured plenary speaker at the very suc-
cessful Pusan Chapter Mini-Confer-
ence held recently at the Pusan Univer-
sity of Foreign Studies, May 24, 1997.
Pusan Chapter Secretary, Jeanne E.
Martinelli, asks her a few questions by
email:

Jeanne Martinelli; Barbara, how did
you first become involved in the En-
glish as a Foreign Language Teaching
field? Why Asia?

Barbara Hoskins; As far back as I can
remember I wanted to be a teacher. My
Bachelor's degree was in Secondary
English Education (Western Oregon
State College), and then I went on to
get a MATESOL at Northern Arizona
University. The best job that I was of-
fered happened to be in Sendai, Japan,
so that is where I went. I'm afraid I didn't
have any burning desire to be in Asia--
I didn't even know much about this part
of the world.  But, I ended up in the
right place for me. I'm still around after
12 years, and still enjoying myself, and
still proud to be part of the EFL profes-
sion.

J. M.; Your very captivating plenary
address encouraged and illustrated the
use of "communicative activities" to get
children talking in ENGLISH in the
classroom. Would you please define
exactly what you mean by a "commu-
nicative activity?" And explain this a
little more.

B. H.; Simply put, I think that the best
activities are designed so that students
want to, or have to talk to each other in
order to complete the activity. When
students stop focusing on language as
a subject, and start using it to do some-
thing (e.g., get information, give infor-
mation, complete a task), they are com-
municating. For example, on my first

An Interview with Let's Go  Author, Barbara Hoskins

night in Pusan, I went out with three
friends, who were also presenting at the
conference. We wanted to eat Korean
food and go shopping. Unfortunately,
our combined knowledge of Korean
was way below the survival level. But,
with a map and a small phrasebook, we
set out. Our goal was not to produce
perfect Korean sentences, but simply
to be understood. We were using a for-
eign language to do something. (And
yes, we did actually get some food, de-
licious. And bought a few things!) Ac-
tivities with some built-in goal recreate
this situation to some extent. Especially
for our lower level students, being able
to use English to do something is a great
feeling.

J. M.; What would you define as the
number one obstacle to teachers and
children using "communicative activi-
ties" in the classroom today?

B. H.; Lack of understanding and lack
of time. First, there's some perception
that activities take away from actual time
spent learning (e.g., "Activities are fun,
but don't actually teach anything"). To
some degree, this perception comes
from teachers who try to use activities
to teach new language. Communicative
activities are a very inefficient way of
introducing new language; however,
they are one of the most efficient ways
of practicing it. For example, in a typi-
cal five minute Find Your Partner activ-
ity, students will repeat the target struc-
tures at least 20 times. Since students
are up and moving around, the teacher
is also free to move around and listen
in and identify problem areas. When a
teacher can show supervisors, parents
and even students that activities are an
effective way to acquire fluency, there
is usually more support.

The second major obstacle is lack of
time. Activities take time to plan, and
time is the one thing most teachers lack.
That's why I recommend using a few
types of activities over and over. The
first time you introduce an activity, it
takes longer, as you have to teach stu-
dents how to do the activity. The sec-
ond time, you don't have to re-teach the

activity; they already know what to do.
I also recommend limiting activities to
the practice part of the lesson, after stu-
dents already can use the target struc-
tures easily and fairly accurately. More
bang for your buck, so to speak.

J. M.; Barbara, when we spoke briefly
at the conference, you mentioned that
you were quite excited by what you saw
in Korea, and quite impressed by the
efforts being made here.  Would you
please expand on that now?

B. H.; In the short time I was in Korea,
I saw an amazing amount of enthusi-
asm and energy, from teachers, stu-
dents, and publishers. The few children
that I met were quite eager to use their
limited English, but I was most im-
pressed with the teachers. There was so
much energy from teachers looking for
new ideas for their own classes. And,
everyone was also willing to share ideas,
activities, and advice. I'm always
touched when teachers take a precious
weekend to invest in professional train-
ing, and usually pay for it themselves.
It says a lot for the professionalism of
our field.

J. M.; Any other thoughts or comments
for our KoTESOL TEC (The English
Connection) readers?

B. H.; I think we have one of the best
jobs in the world (and at times, the hard-
est). Our students form opinions about
English, and in some cases about our
home countries, based on their experi-
ences with us. I don't know how many
times I've met an adult who either
learned to love English or hate it because
of one English class attended as a child.
It's a fairly awesome responsibility. But
if the enthusiasm I felt in Pusan is any
indication of effort, I would say that a
lot of Korean children will grow up en-
joying English. Keep up the good work.

Jeanne E. Martinelli, Pusan Chapter
Secretary,  earned her MA from the
School for International Training in
Battleboro, Vermont and teaches at
Pusan National University.
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Chapter
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Taejon
by Jim Query

It's been an event-filled month at the
Taejon KOTESOL chapter.  In

April, Kirsten Reitan gave an infor-
mative presentation on discussions
using a talk show format that she has
found successful with her Reading
Classes.  We all benefited from our
participation in the activity which
gave us fresh ideas as to how to in-
volve our students in a participatory
learning exercise that is relevant to
everyone who tunes in to daytime
T.V., and who doesn't?!  Thanks
Kirsten for a top-rated production.
I'm still getting requests for copies of
your presentation hand out.

And speaking of handouts, we all got
more from Mr. Kim, Won Myung,
who informed us about the Korean
Education during his  presentation.
Everyone concerned with the current
changes in Korean Education came
away well-informed.  Along with that
we all got a nifty little idea of some-
thing we could use in class.  Mr. Kim's
"Exercises that Work for Me" was a
presentation of how Korean English
teachers and native speaking English

teachers can
complement
each other.

The annual
K O T E S O L
Drama Festi-
val hosted by

Han Nam University turned out to be
the big event of the month.   Mr. Joo,
Hyun Chul and Carl Dusthimer pre-
sided.  Five dramas were presented,
each with it's own colorful theme pre-
sented by enthusiastic and talented
casts.  In addition to the excellent per-
formances was
Forever a solo
by La, Sung
Chul accompa-
nied on the gui-
tar by Kim, Jin
Ho, both of
Han Nam Uni-
versity.  Even
Yanni made an
a p p e a r a n c e
and was inter-
viewed by an-
chorman Carl Dusthimer.  The dramas
were entertaining, earning prizes from
Ms. Kim, Mi Soo, Kidari English
Shop and Oxford University Press.  A
good time was had by all.

We are looking forward to a presen-
tation from the always exciting and
informative Andrew Todd on June
21st at Hannam University.  See you
there.

Cheju
by Carol Binder

The Cheju Chapter is small, but it
is growing! We have decided at

this point mostly to focus in using our
own talent for presentations and other
activities, and we have had a good
variety of presentations the past two
months.

At our April meeting in Cheju-shi,

Serge Babin, who teaches at Sisa Lan-
guage Institute, shared a number of
games and other activities that he likes
to use in class. In particular, he shared
a game called Tic-Tac-Tense, which he
adapted from the book Games Lan-
guage People Play by Jerry Steinberg.
He also led a spirited discussion on
the use of English names in our class-
rooms. In addition to Serge's presen-
tation, Oh Eun Ja, who teaches at
Kyoyuksarang Institute, presented a
version of the Rock, Sissors, Paper
game that she uses for demonstration.

In May, we met at Namju High School
in Sogwipo. Our first presentation was
by Jeong Won-seok, who teaches 3rd
grade at Kwang Yang Elememtary
School. He shared a TPR activity that
he often uses in the first class of the
year called The Frog Family. Then
William Tweedie gave us some of the
highlights from the Pan Asia TESOL
conference and the international
TESOL conference, both of which he
attended. He also shared part of his
own presentation from the Pan Asia
conference. Finally, he demonstrated
two computer programs that he uses
in class, Triple Play Plus! and English
Discoveries.

Our second newsletter came out in the
middle of May. Oh Eun Ja is the lead-
ing force behind our newsletter, but
she has had plenty of assistance from
Juhn Ostapeic, a teacher at Sehwa
Middle and High School, and the edi-
tor of The Islander, Cheju National
University's English language news-
paper. Our newsletter is bi-monthly
and is sent to all public and private
schools and institutes on Cheju-do
free of charge with the goal of shar-

Kirsten Reitan gave an informa-
tive presentation on discussions
using a talk show format that she
has found successful with her
Reading Classes.

Serge Babin, who
teaches at Sisa
Language Institute,
shared a number of
games and other
activities that he
likes to use in class.
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ing information and increasing inter-
est in our KOTESOL chapter.

Taegu
by  Steve Garrigues

The May speaker for the Taegu
TESOL Chapter was Prof. Rob-

ert Dickey from Miryang National
University, who presented a work-
shop on the subject of "What are we
doing and why? Goals and objectives
for teachers of English in Korea." His
presentation opened with a series of
self-reflective questions which all
English teachers, whether Korean or
foreign native speakers, should ask
themselves, focusing on the teacher's
own strengths and goals, as well as
the relationship between the teacher's
objectives and those of the students
and their educational institution. The
audience was then divided up into
small groups to consider the questions
in detail. Each group became so en-
thusiastically involved in their discus-
sions that it was difficult to get every-
one back together again for a closing
summary. Everyone agreed that this
approach would be ideal for a week-
end workshop sometime.

Ms. Autumn Riddle, a teacher-trainer
at Kyongbuk Teachers Training Insti-
tute in Kumi, was the featured speaker
at the June meeting. She spoke about
her experiences, both funny and frus-
trating, working with Korean elemen-
tary and secondary school teachers.
Provincial school teachers who come
to the Training Institute for a three-
week in-service training session often
find themselves interacting with a "na-
tive" speaker for the first time. Some
are nervous and reluctant to speak,
and others are especially worried
about "failure". Issues of cultural dif-
ferences in learning styles and teach-
ing methods surface quickly in such
a context. Ms. Riddle shared her ex-
periences and insights in hopes of
shedding light on some of the prob-
lems that others may encounter. Her
presentation included not only illumi-

nating and entertaining "war stories"
but also helpful materials and meth-
ods she has developed in her work.

Pusan
by Jeanne E. Martinelli

April was a challenging chapter
meeting, as Jon Marshall shared

some insights on "discipline" in the
hagwons. "Setting limits", and "being
consistent" were a couple of main
points made. Attendees entered into
lively discussion regarding these con-
cerns. Jon had kindly stepped in at the
last minute to present at this April 26
meeting, after learning of a conflict for
our previously scheduled session on
Elementary Education for April 26,
with the government who was run-
ning an all day conference on that
same day, and our
two elementary
teachers who
would have pre-
sented as part of a
panel, were un-
able to attend (as
well as other el-
ementary teach-
ers being unable
to attend).

And then in
May,Pusan was a
mecca of English
Teachers and re-
lated profession-
als, as approxi-
mately two hun-
dred attendees (and more, counting
student volunteers and publishers)
swamped the Pusan University of
Foreign Studies on May 24th for the
Pusan Chapter Mini-Conference
"Theory into Practice: Teaching En-
glish in the Asian Classroom". The
day's events included three plenary
sessions (Greta Gorsuch, High Im-
pact Series; Barbara Hoskins,Let's Go
Series; and David Paul, Finding Out
Series), a complimentary lunch, and

concurrent sessions running from
9:30 a.m. until 5:15p.m. A lavish re-
ception, sponsored by the Pusan Uni-
versity of Foreign Studies, closed the
day's festivities, at 6:30 p.m. And that
was after the exciting raffle where
lucky winners walked away with
fabulous prizes!

From there many KoTESOLers and
friends went out to more informally
solidify their new or re-acquainted
friendships made with colleagues
who had also participated in the
stimulating sessions of the day. Top-
ics ranged from reading, writing, pop
songs, video, drama and discipline.
From all accounts heard, and the en-
thusiasm charging the air, participants
and presenters alike were pleased with
the day, and happy to have been a part
of such a smoothly run event. A huge
and gracious THANKS! goes out to
all the student volunteers, presiders,
publishers, participants, and present-
ers who made the day what it was! A
follow-up evaluation of the confer-
ence will be going out to attendees,

so we can share
information with
national confer-
ence planners
about the mini-
conference work-
shop sessions
(presenters) espe-
cially liked by par-
ticipants, and we
can continue to
work for an even
better conference
next year.

June and July
promise to be in-
teresting meetings
as well, held as

usual, on the last Saturday of the
month at ESS Institute in
Nampodong. Doors open at 2:30, and
the meeting begins at 3:00. August
will be "summer break", no meeting
held, so we'll see you again then in
September!

Each group
became so en-
thusiastically
involved in their
discussions that
it was difficult to
get everyone
back together
again for a clos-
ing summary.

Recycle!
Give The English Connec-
tion to a colleague.
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by Kirsten B. Reitan

On Saturday, May 17th, the
Taejon KOTESOL chapter
held their annual Drama fes-

tival. Five groups from all over Korea
competed for various honors.

We were treated to performances by
two young groups. Goldilocks and the
Three Bears was performed by En-
glish Land Drama Club, an elemen-
tary school group from Chongju. The
group Sweet Dreamers, from Naju
Girls' Middle School, acted out a tra-

ditional Korean folktale, The Rabbit's
Judgement.

We also had three university groups:
Waterfall from Wonkwang University
in Iksan, who preformed Aliens Live
Among Us (an adaptation of the US
TV show, Third Rock from the Sun);
ET( English Training) from Taejon
Junior College, who performed Two
Happy Brothers (an original script set
in old Korea that tells the story of two
brothers); and 015's from Pusan Na-
tional University, who performed Be-
yond the Culture (an original script
telling the story of cross-cultural ro-
mance and family values).

"Tony" Hyun Chul Joo was the mas-
ter of ceremonies, and the team of
Carl "Dusty" Dusthimer, Jim Query,
Jin-ho Kim, and Sung-chul La pro-
vided special entertainment after the
groups had performed.

The judges, Shaun Ruse, Deanna
Fuhlman, Chulwoong Bag, Dr. Nam
Soon Kim, and Kirsten Reitan, had
some very difficult decisions to make.
Overall, more than 30 prizes were
awared thanks to the generosity of
Oxford University Press and Kim and
Johnson's Kidari Book store, who
both donated textbooks and dictio-
naries.

In the various traditional categories,
052's Won for best senior perfor-
mance and Sweet Dreamers won the
grand prize for best performance. Best
actor went to Dong-ho Go who
played Hyun-ju in Beyond the Cul-
ture. For best actress, Seo-hui Na,
won for her roles as the tiger from The
Rabbit's Wisdom. English Land
Drama Club won awards for best
stage set and excellent pronunciation,
Waterfall won awards for most origi-
nal performance. We had a tie for fun-
niest actor: Hui-jung Kim, the rabbit
in The Rabbit's Judgment, and Su-
yeon Kim, the rabbit in Two Happy
Brothers. One special category award
was given for best macarena, per-
formed by the members of Sweet
Dreamers.

Overall, the performances were won-
derful and impressive. A lot of hard
work had been put into all five per-
formances and the audience really en-
joyed the show.

The next KOTESOL drama contest
will be held in Kwangju sometime in
the fall. If you missed the Taejon
drama festival, make sure you don't
miss the next one. We're sure it will
be just as wonderful. Look for details
in the next edition of The English
Connection.

Students win at '97 drama fest

by Carl Dusthimer

Have you ever witnessed or par
ticipated in a speech contest?  If

you have, you know all too well the
pressure there is to memorize the
speech, word for word, pause for pause,
and gesture for gesture.  When all is said
and done however, what one has is a
speech in one's brain with no realistic
place to put it to good use.  This is not
to say that one does not learn some-
thing in an academic sense, as the ma-
terial studied in preparation may be in-
trinsically valuable.  But the usefulness
of the contest to one's foreign language
development and one's ability to func-
tion in an environment where the for-
eign language is the primary language
of communication is questionable.

What if, on the other hand, someone
developed a contest that would call
upon, reveal the contestant's ability to
function in a realistic environment; a
situation that we all, as foreign language
learners face (hope to face): that is us-
ing the target language in real world situ-
ations.  It is` virtually impossible to one
hundred percent accurately measure a
contestant's ability to speak the target
language in an authentic environment.
Perhaps it is the same idea we find in

the Heisenberg Uncertainty Principle,
where the act of measuring something
inherently causes inaccuracy in the
measurement.  In the case of English
contests, we shouldn't just give up the
ghost though.  We should strive to de-
velop a contest that approximates as
close a natural environment as possible.

There is such a contest that attempts just
this.  It is the IPEC (International Prac-
tical English Contest).  Here contestants
are put in practical situations with na-
tive speakers and must initiate and carry
on a conversation for three minutes.
The contestants are then evaluated ac-
cording to certain criteria such as in-
volvement, fluency, accuracy, pronun-
ciation, gesturing and others. The prizes
that are awarded also reflect an empha-
sis on furthering one's language devel-
opment; study trips to the US and
Canada.

All in all it is a very positive develop-
ment to reach beyond rote memoriza-
tion and make the time and energy spent
in preparation pay off in a practical way:
increased functional language ability.

Carl Dusthimer is KOTESOL First
Vice President. His interests lie in Glo-
bal Issues and he is a formerNational
Conference Chair.

What's in a Speech Contest?  Something new.
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CONCERNS IN EFL
1.  Reticence:  Shyness or
"unforthcomingness" may be a cul-
tural pattern.

2.  Confidence:  Students may have
had few chances to speak so their self-
esteem is low in this regard.

3.  Previous "programming":  previ-
ous educational experiences may be
in conflict with a classroom for con-
versation and "unlearning" may be
needed.

4.  "Unlearning":  prior to the univer-
sity level, students have prepared for
perfect grammar (TOEIC, etc),
whereas conversation taps a different
process requiring fluency first, perfec-
tion later.

5.  Learning-to-learn:  It is possible to
learn various useful strategies to fa-
cilitate EFL learning.

EMPHASIS

Conversational emphasis should not
be on grammar or even perfect dic-
tion initially but on:

1.  Fluency / pace: ease and speed of
expression should aim to be as natu-
ral as possible without pauses and ter-
minations.

2.  Confidence:  students should come
to feel comfortable expressing their
own ideas even though they may not
be perfectly spoken... and  HAVE
FUN!  At first corrections should be
held to a minimum.

3.  "Gross" meaning:  encourage stu-
dents to find a way to communicate
their ideas and worry about fine
points later.

4.  Tone/intonation/body language:
these are as much a part of language
acquisition as speech itself so that stu-
dents can be coached to notice these
aspects of language and to develop an
intuitive "feel."

Using Flexible Grouping Effectively in the EFL Classroom

GROUPS

There are two general types of groups:

1.  Fixed groups: Students are placed
in an established order or grouping
which will not change over the semes-
ter.  An  example of this type is the
use of a seating plan for attendance
purposes, or study team groups.

2.  Flexible groups:  As the name in-
dicates, the size will vary from pairs
to ten (maximum). The location will
vary depending
on the activity.
For example,
groups practis-
ing drama may
be dispersed to
corners or hall-
ways so they do
not interfere with
each other.  The
instructors' skill
comes into play
here in sensing
how big the
group should be
for each task. For
most tasks, five
to seven is ideal.
One person is chosen as leader to re-
port to the instructor or to the class.
The group can rotate leadership if they
so desire.

USING FLEXIBLE  GROUPING

EFFECTIVELY

In most courses there are several lev-
els of goals knowledge, critical think-
ing, and attitudes toward learning.  A
professor's task  is to find methods
that will achieve an optimal balance
of all these.  Different methods are
effective for different objectives so
that professors need to be able to use
an optimal combination of these
methods.  More time is often devoted
to lecturing, particularly in  larger
classes, but this may  be a major way
in which large classes are likely to
sabotage education.  Goals such as
higher level thinking, application,
motivation, and attitude change are
most likely to be achieved in smaller
groups.  Moreover, both students and

faculty members may feel that teach-
ing is more effective in smaller groups.
Of even more significance than class
size is its relation to the teaching
method used.  For example, class size
is of minimal relevance in television
teaching, of slight importance in lec-
turing, and of much importance for
discussion.  In general!

 Larger classes are simply not as ef-
fective as smaller ones for retention
of knowledge, critical thinking, and at-

titude change.

In lower level
courses, economics
and feasibility usu-
ally dictate larger
classes.  As a com-
promise solution,
large courses can be
split into a lecture to
the group as a
whole, and a small
group discussion.
The assumption
here is that lectures
are valuable for cer-
tain purposes, such
as communicating

information, and that the effectiveness
of the lecture method is not greatly
affected by class size.  Further, larger
group class meetings are economical
for test administration, guest lectures,
and films.  By teaching the students
in large sections part of the time, it
becomes economically feasible to
keep the discussion sections small
enough to permit wide student par-
ticipation.  Examples of such tech-
niques might include  learning "cells,"
problem posting, role playing, study
teams, and other forms of flexible
grouping that will vary in size, func-
tion, and composition according to
goals.  Better success is assured if the
professor prepares and supervises the
student-led discussion groups.

A highly structured approach would
be the ETSI (Education Through Stu-
dent Interaction) method to render
student-led discussion groups more
effective.  A student manual guides

More time is
often devoted to
lecturing, par-
ticularly in  larger
classes, but this
may  be a major
way in which
large classes are
likely to sabotage
education.

-continued from front cover
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students through three phases of the
discussion.  In the overview the stu-
dents are asked to define essential
terms or vocabulary and state the
main theme of the assignment or the
lecture to be discussed.  The discus-
sion includes the following four steps:
analysis of the content, critique, inte-
gration, and application.  The last
phase is an evaluation of the group
discussion with respect to the content
(task orientation and understanding
material) and the process (responsible
participation, climate of relationship,
communication of feelings).  The first
two phases must be completed before
the session by completing the study
guide.  The evaluation takes place af-
ter the session.

Team learning can induce greater stu-
dent involvement and motivation in
large classes.  In this method the
groups are formed so that each group
of six or seven students contains a
variety of skills and backgrounds.  In
the team learning approach, individual
study is followed by testing, group
discussion, group exam, group activi-
ties (role playing, etc),  and finally a
lecture by the professor.  This se-

quence has a number of desirable fea-
tures:  the responsibility for studying
the assignments rests with the indi-
vidual students; individual and group
tests provide feedback to the instruc-
tor about where the students are hav-
ing difficulty; and students teach
other students (which is an exception-
ally effective learning device).

Also effective is having students work
in pairs.  This technique has good edu-
cational justification as well as the
economic one of saving equipment.
The learning "cell," or student dyad,
refers to a cooperative form of learn-
ing in pairs in which students alter-
nate asking and answering questions
on commonly read materials.  The

learning cell must be highly structured
for effective learning to occur.  The
usual steps would be as follows:

1.  students prepare by reading a given
assignment and writing questions
dealing with the major points raised
in the material.

2.  students are randomly
assigned to a partner and
A asks the first question.

3.  B answers the ques-
tion  and perhaps gives
additional  information,
then asks A a question
and so on.

4.  The instructor goes from dyad to
dyad giving feedback, asking, and
answering questions.   (McKeachie,
P. 197)

Learning cells work because they in-
clude both motivational and cognitive
assets.  Motivationally, the method
provides the advantage of interaction
with a peer -- an  opportunity for
mutual support and stimulation.
Cognitively, it provides an opportu-

nity for elaboration-putting material
into one's own words -- and for stimu-
lating students to look for main points
and for monitoring their own learn-
ing.

There are several advantage to the
well-planned use of students as teach-
ers of one another.  If students are to
learn to form new ways of  organiz-
ing ideas in their minds it is impor-
tant that misunderstanding, emotional
biases, and barriers be revealed and
dealt with students are more likely to
talk in small groups than large, ask
questions, or share difficulties among
each other.  Also, remembering and
using learning depends upon re-struc-
turing and relating it to other mean-

ingful experience.  Students must ac-
tively organize and recognize their
own learning in order to explain it so
that they themselves learn from teach-
ing.

To take this concept further, if stu-
dents are to achieve application, criti-
cal thinking, or most higher cognitive

outcomes, they should have an op-
portunity to practice application and
critical thinking and to receive feed-
back on the results. Group discussion
provides an opportunity to do this.
Lectures place the learner in a passive
role, whereas discussions promote
more active learning.

Many labels have been applied to this
method, such as:  student- centered,
nondirective, group-centered, or
democratic discussion.  A goal of de-
veloping skills in group membership
and leadership is not usually consid-
ered in traditional classes.  Even if
group-centered teaching were no
more effective than  traditional meth-
ods in achieving the usual course ob-
jectives, it is so important that stu-
dents learn to work effectively in
groups that it may seem worth sacri-
ficing some other objectives in order
to promote this kind of growth.  How-
ever, it is not safe to assume that a
cohesive group will be a productive
one.  Cohesive groups are effective in
maintaining group standards, but may
set either high or low standards of
productivity.  Since cohesive groups
feel less threatened by management
than less cohesive groups, it may be
difficult to change their standards.
Thus, in creating "groupy" classes
professors may be sometimes help-
ing their students develop strength to
set low standards of achievement and
maintain them against instructor pres-
sures, or to set group goals different
from their normal academic goals.

Team learning can induce
greater student involve-
ment and motivation in
large classes.

As students teach each other, they must
actively organize and recognize their own
learning in order to explain it so that they
themselves learn from teaching.
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Students taught by this participative-
action method can be significantly
superior to those taught by traditional
lecture-discussion methods in role-
flexibility and self-insight.  The pro-
fessor plays a constantly diminishing
role in the decisions and activities of

the group.  He gives training in, and
strategies for, learning how to learn:
role-playing, group goal-setting, prob-
lem-centering, distributive leadership,
evaluation of individual performance
by intra-group ratings, process ob-
serving, and group selection, evalua-
tion, and revision of class activities.
As well, members of student centered
groups are characterized by positive
attitudes towards themselves as par-
ticipants.

There are three general types of work-
groups:  informal, formal, and study
teams.  Informal learning groups are
ad-hoc clustering of students within
a class session.  For example, they can
be initiated by asking students to turn
to a neighbour and spend a few min-
utes discussing a question the instruc-
tor has posed.  Groups of three to five
can solve a problem or pose a ques-
tion.  Informal groups can be orga-
nized at any time to check on student
understanding of the material, to give
students an opportunity to apply what
they are learning, or to provide a
change of pace.

Formal groups are teams established
to complete a specific task such as
doing a lab project, writing a report,
or preparing a position paper.  Work
may be completed in a single task, or
over several weeks.  Students typi-
cally work together until the task is
finished and their project is graded.

Study teams are long-term fixed
groups over the course of a semester
with a stable membership of students
who support, encourage, and assist
each other in completing course re-
quirements and assignments.  Study
teams also inform their members

about lectures and assignments when
someone has missed a session.  Ten
general strategies to make the most
effective use of these techniques are
as follows:

1.  Plan for each stage of group work
to decide on topics, themes, or
projects.

2.  Explain how the group will oper-
ate and how students will be graded.

3.  Give students the skills they need
to succeed in groups such as active
and tolerant listening, helping each
other to master content, giving and
receiving constructive criticism, and
managing disagreements.

4.  Consider written contracts listing
members obligations and task dead-
lines.

5.  Create tasks requiring inter-depen-
dence so that group members feel
they "sink or swim" together.

6.  Make the group work relevant so
that students perceive the group tasks
as integral to the course objectives.

7.  Create assignments that fit the stu-
dents' skills, interests, and abilities
beginning early in the term with rela-
tively easy tasks, increasing the diffi-
culty as students become more flu-
ent  and knowledgeable and learn-
how-to learn.

8.  Allow for a fair division of labour
so that each group member can make
an equal contribution.

9.  Set up "competitions" among
groups and consider awarding prizes
in various  categories:  most original,
most comprehensive, etc.

10. Offer group-taking exams where
each member receives the score of the
group.

The last group technique to be con-
sidered, and perhaps the most effec-
tive and fun, is role-playing.  This
gives students a chance to apply what
they are learning.  In role-playing ac-
tivities, the instructor presents to the
students a realistic or hypothetical
situation  and a cast of characters.  The
students then improvise dialogue and
actions to fit their views of the situa-
tion and the characters they are play-
ing.  Students can play the role of
people in everyday situations such as
someone ordering in a restaurant.

Often students need some assistance
in maximizing their involvement in
role-playing.  At first, the class can be
divided into pairs with all the pairs
working simultaneously.  As students
become more comfortable, some stu-
dents can observe others.  Role-play-
ing works best when this situation in-
volves some choice, decision, or con-
flict of  motives.  Draw situations from
interpersonal conflicts, intergroup re-
lations, individual dilemmas, or his-
torical or contemporary social prob-
lems.  Inexperienced students need
more detail and structure, but all stu-
dents should be given some latitude
in how they portray the character.

In all cases, it is helpful if the profes-
sor can adopt a nondirective, facilita-
tive role. You will want to plan, pose
questions, and guide discussions but
avoid telling students the "right" an-
swers.  Probes, questions, challenges,
and rephrasing help students analyze
their own progress.  As with all dis-
cussion and group activities, students
should feel comfortable in openly
speaking their mind.

We can briefly mention learning styles

Role-play works best when the situation
involves some choice, decision, or conflict
of  motives.  Draw situations from interper-
sonal conflicts, intergroup relations, indi-
vidual dilemmas, or historical or contempo-
rary social problems.
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in this discussion because using
groups can easily facilitate the vari-
ety of individual characteristics and
preferred ways of gathering, interpret-
ing, organizing, and thinking about
information.  Learning style models
can be grouped into four general cat-
egories:

1)  Personality models refer to basic
personality characteristics such as
extrovert versus introvert.

2)  Information-processing models
reflect how people take in and pro-
cess information, either holistically or
serially.

3)  Instructional-preference models
focus on the medium in which learn-
ing is best enabled, e.g.: listening to
lectures, reading materials, or direct
experience.

4)  Social-interaction models focus on
how students interact and behave in
the classroom, such as learning-ori-
ented versus grade-oriented
behaviour.

An understanding of learning styles

and orientations may enhance your
teaching effectiveness and students
may be more satisfied and productive
if they are studying with methods
compatible with their styles.

Four phases of learning in an infor-
mation-processing model have been
identified, each entailing different pro-
cesses and abilities in acquiring new
information or skills:

1.  Concrete experience, or feeling:
becoming fully involved in a new ac-
tivity in order to understand it first-
hand.

2.  Reflective observation, or watch-
ing:  viewing experiences impartially
or from many different perspectives.

3.  Abstract conceptualization, or
thinking:  creating concepts that inte-
grate observations and experiences
into theories and developing generali-
zations.

4.  Active experimentation, or doing:
using theories to make decisions and
solve problems. (Davis, p.185-6)

New information is more meaningful
and is retained longer when students
work through all four phases of the
learning cycle for each major concept
or idea.  Activities for each phase
might include:  films, games, field-
work, lab work, and observation for
concrete experience;  journals, discus-
sion, and questioning for reflective
observation; building models, writing
papers, and creating analogies for ab-
stract conceptualization; and case
studies, projects, and simulations for
active experimentation.

In considering learning styles, skills
levels, and grouping techniques as
discussed, as well as our own role as
a facilitator in the classroom, we can
provide a comfortable and confident
atmosphere in the EFL classroom.
The individual pressure to speak and
to always be "on" is removed.  Stu-
dents then have the time and relative
leisure to consider their responses and
to listen to others actively and toler-
antly.  The professor as facilitator
must accurately label the skills to be
emphasized in each lesson, and gain
an understanding of groups, in order
to maximize confidence and comfort,
and therefore learning.
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by Barbara Wright,
Korea University

Abstract: The author discusses the
success and problems with the one
week workshops in reading for Ko-
rean high school and middle school
teachers conducted at her university
in January 1997.  The purpose of the
workshops was to enhance the En-
glish skills and teaching techniques
of non-native English teachers.  In
the workshop, the presenter de-
scribed some of the innovative ac-
tivities and allowed participants  to
try out some of their more successful
techniques:  schema building,
graphic representations, strategic
reading, alternative assessment.

Do Korean high school teach-
ers need language skills prac-
tice or training in teaching

methods? When I was first asked to
teach in the High School Teachers'
Workshop at my university last Janu-
ary, I was not sure if I was going to
offer advice on teaching methods or

practice with English skills.  I was as-
signed to conduct a five hour work-
shop in reading for the high school
and middle school teachers and so I
decided to do something that would
be both informative and fun.  For the
workshop I chose the title, "Reading
for Fun," because my aim was to
present reading as an activity that

could be enjoyable and at the same
time help students to acquire English.
But I realized that the way reading is
often taught to the foreign language
student, it becomes tedious and bor-
ing because the students are forced to
look up long lists of vocabulary words
in the dictionary, write them in note-
books, and then memorize them.  I
wanted to show the teachers in the
workshop that reading does not have
to be taught this way.  In order to
make the reading in the workshop
more enjoyable, I ordered some sim-
plified texts from several book pub-
lishers (Longman and Oxford Univer-
sity Press).  I did not really think that
the teachers would need to read sim-
plified versions of great books but I
thought that they would enjoy evalu-
ating the books for use with their pu-
pils.  These books contained the es-
sential plots of many famous books
but the vocabulary had been simpli-
fied and the texts had been abridged.
Very soon, I had more than twenty
different books from many different
American and British authors and was
ready to begin the workshop.

READING

How do Korean high school teachers
feel about reading? On the first day
of the workshop, I asked the teachers
about their attitudes concerning read-
ing and informally assessed their En-
glish skills.  I asked them what they
wanted to do in the workshop and
how they usually taught reading to
their students. The following are some
of the questions I asked the high
school teachers concerning their own
reading: 1.  Do you think there is a
best way to read?  What is it? (expec-
tations) 2.  In your free time would
you rather read or watch TV? (leisure
time) 3.  Do you feel comfortable
reading an English language newspa-
per without a dictionary? (comfort
level) I discovered that in their an-
swers the teachers tended to agree
with each other more often than not.
For example they seemed to think that
the best way to read was to begin with
the first sentence and to look up any
words that they did not know in the

dictionary as they went along.  Most
of the teachers said that they would
rather watch TV in their free time than
read.  They said that they could read
a newspaper in English without a dic-
tionary but usually did not have time
to read the paper on a regular basis.

What motivated high school teachers
to take the workshop? The teachers
indicated that they were taking the

workshop to sharpen their English
conversation skills with native speak-
ers but also to get some pointers on
how to deal with the main problems
of their classroom:  too many stu-
dents, not enough time to cover the
required curriculum, discipline prob-
lems among students, and problems
with motivating students.  I told them
that I would try to help them resolve
some of these conflicts by helping
them to look at reading in a new way
and to use different methods to teach
it.

METHODS

What methods were suggested?
Many of the teacher participants
pointed out that they had been con-
centrating on the grammar translation
method of teaching English because
they were preparing their students for
the rigorous university entrance ex-
ams.  This involved having the stu-
dents start with the first sentence and
look up each word they were not fa-
miliar with in order to translate the

Korean High School Teachers' Workshop in Reading
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sentence into Korean.  Although this
may be an effective way to train trans-
lators, it rarely leads to the develop-
ment of good reading skills.  One's
reading becomes slow and laborious.
Often EFL students don't read more

than 50 to 100 words per minute any-
way and it is very discouraging for
them to try to finish a whole book or
article. Getting rid of the dictionary
leads to better skill at guessing word
meaning from context. Our reading
portion of the workshop focused on
the process rather than product of
reading.  As an alternative to the gram-
mar translation method, I encouraged
the teachers to read extensively
(Krashen 1993) rather than inten-
sively.  I motivated the teachers by
getting them involved and committed
to the task.  They went through the
available books I had ordered from
the publishers and were asked to
choose one text to use for the week. I
asked them to read the book they had
chosen and plan some activities
around that book that would be ap-
propriate for their own classroom.  We
prepared prereading, reading,
postreading and assessment activities.
In order to demonstrate the method,
I used the Longman's edition of Mark
Twain's The Adventures of Tom Saw-
yer with a vocabulary of 2000 words
at an upper intermediate level.

PREREADING

What are some prereading activities?
We began with prereading activities
before we even looked at our texts.
We assessed the students' prior

knowledge of the subject/author/set-
ting of the story by asking questions
and discussing the answers as a class.
We could also have a set of discus-
sion questions for students to discuss
in small groups if large group discus-
sions proved to be too difficult.
Knowing what the students already
know about the subject allows us to
help students to build schema or
framework to better understand what
they are going to read (Grabe 1986,
Mahon 1986).  One way to do this is
to use a graphic organizer such as a
web.  Another way is to use pictures
or a video. For my first prereading ac-
tivity, I showed a video of a chapter
from the Mark Twain classic, The Ad-
ventures of  Tom Sawyer.  After di-
viding the class into two groups, I let
the first  group watch a video of the
Aunt Polly's fence episode without
any sound.  Then the first group  ex-
plained what they had seen to the sec-
ond group in English as the events un-
folded.  In the video, Tom Sawyer was
preparing to paint Aunt Polly's fence.
He took a bucket of paint and a brush,

looked at the fence and then ap-
proached it hesitantly.  The non-view-
ing participants said they could visu-
alize what was happening partly be-
cause they had already read or seen
the story in Korean and partly be-
cause their classmates had described
it accurately in English. While some
people prefer to show the video after
reading a book, the video may serve
as a prereading motivator which could
get students more interested in the
reading activity particularly when

their reading skills and vocabulary are
low. Also, with the video we are able
to elicit a good deal of conversation
about the text so as to introduce any
necessary vocabulary in a natural way
before it is encountered in writing. For
a second prereading activity, I taught
the teachers how to preview the text
using a web graphic organizer which
is a series of circles or boxes contain-
ing connected ideas about the story
or subject (Walter 1996).  For example
we could write Tom Sawyer in the
central circle and then have students
write descriptive vocabulary words in
the surrounding circles:  a book by
Mark Twain, a freckle faced boy,
troublesome, lazy, inventive, friendly,
brave etc.  This helps students to con-
firm what they already know about
the subject.  They can construct
schema for understanding what they
are going to read.

READING

How can we approach the task of
reading a text? There are many ways
to read a text depending on what our
goals are.  In this case our goal was to
understand as much as possible and
enjoy reading it.  We wanted to do
extensive rather than intensive read-
ing (Krashen 1993).We wanted to
read without a dictionary and guess
the meaning of the word from con-
text.  We did not plan to translate into
Korean. I suggested using the top
down rather than the bottom up
method of reading (Dever 1986).  This
means that we would  talk about ideas
first, details, words after.

Because we were using simplified
texts we were able to do this without
using a dictionary or pointing out dif-
ficult vocabulary ahead of time.  How-
ever, I tried to preview the text for the
students pointing out structure.  I told
them that they would often find the
main point of a story either near the
beginning or near the end of a text.
In our story, Aunt Polly's Fence in the
Longman's simplified version of The
Adventures of Tom Sawyer, we looked
for this main idea sentence and found
it on page 8 at the end:  "He had dis-
covered, without knowing it, this great
law of human behaviour:  in order to
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make a man or a boy desire a thing, it
is only necessary to make the thing
difficult to obtain."  When we began
to read the story we decided not to
read silently but to do choral reading
with different students
taking parts and read-
ing out loud.  A narra-
tor read the descrip-
tions and students
played various roles in
the story.  If a non-na-
tive speaking teacher
had wanted to empha-
size the correct pro-
nunciation of the
words he or she might
have found a recording
of the text to play;
however, our goal was
rather to have maximum participation
so as to motivate the class and get
them more involved.

POSTREADING

What activities can be used in the
postreading follow up? The purpose
of postreading: is to find out what the
students understood but also to see
what they can do with the informa-
tion.  A common way to assess com-
prehension is to have students retell
the story either out loud or in writing.
(see pyramid story)  Students may
also be asked to talk about the char-
acters or role play them, recall the
main ideas or draw a picture of what
happened, recall the supporting detail
or make up a trivia quiz, demonstrate
an understanding of the story se-
quence or structure. A popular way
of finding out if students have under-
stood a text is to use the cloze test.
In this method students are asked to
supply missing words in the text
which the teacher has deleted.  If a
student gets 50% of the answers right,
the text is appropriate for independent
reading, 35 to 50% right for the in-
structional level of reading and below
35% is too difficult for the student and
will lead to frustration (Allerson and
Grabe 1986) The teachers in the work-
shop were surprised when I told them
that we require our students to use
critical thinking skills in a foreign lan-
guage.  I told them that students need
to be able to make inferences about
the story using evidence from the text.

The students should show that they
can develop the themes by compar-
ing and contrasting ideas with other
stories they have read.  Teachers can
ask "what if" questions or ask stu-

dents to give opinions on the events
of the story and ask open-ended ques-
tions which have no right or wrong
answers.  They might also enjoy ask-
ing students to write a new ending for
the story. Finally, after talking about
the themes, we can tell students to
look more closely at vocabulary
words.  Then we can ask why the au-
thor chose particular descriptive
words rather than others. The follow-
ing is a sample pyramid story retell-
ing the plot of Aunt Polly's Fence
from The Adventures of Tom Sawyer
by Mark Twain.  To write a pyramid
story, retell the story by writing one
word or phrase on the first line, two
words on the second line and so on
until you run out of things to say. (fig-
ure above)  To make this game harder,
the writer might have to write only
nouns or only verbs or only adjec-
tives.  Perhaps students could be told
to use each word only once.

ASSESMENT

What kinds of alternative assessment
can we use for reading? Instead of a
written test, we might have the stu-
dents draw a picture of what hap-
pened.  A teacher might make up a
crossword puzzle to find out how
much the students understood about
the story.  Students could work as
teams to solve it.  Another way is to
ask students to submit their own
questions and answers for the exami-
nation and choose the best questions
to ask.  Perhaps we can have the stu-

dent role play or write and act in their
own play about the story.  Also, stu-
dents can create a trivia game and ask
each other questions about the story.
It is important to go beyond mere

comprehension questions by asking
the student to apply his or her under-
standing to other situations. Some
examples of this are questions such
as:  If you were Tom what would you
have done?  or  What do you think
Tom learned from painting the fence?
or  What do you think happened af-
terwards?  When they were given the
option, most participants expressed a
preference for alternative assessment
techniques after seeing such tech-
niques as asking open ended ques-
tions, critical thinking questions and
questions that stimulated creative
thinking.

EFFECTIVE  TEACHING

What are some other hints for teach-
ing more effectively? Teachers are
encouraged to try to call on each stu-
dent every day to measure students'
progress.  They should also make
good use of technology including vid-
eos, tape players, and multimedia
computers.  If we can make our teach-
ing relevant to the students' skills and
their interests, they are more likely to
be motivated than if we make threats
about punishment and lower grades.
Also we should not forget to vary our
teaching methods because not every-
one learns in the same way.  A good
way to deal with large classes is to use
many group activities because stu-
dents will have more opportunity to
participate in groups of three to five
students.

Tom Sawyer

white fence.  Aunt Polly Said "Paint!"

"Who me?", asked Tom  His friends  wanted to paint.

Life was fun again for Tom.   Even Aunt Polly was happy with Tom.
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CONCLUSIONS

What conclusions can we draw from
this workshop experience? I think that
the teacher workshop for high school
and middle school teachers was a very
interesting and rewarding experience
for everyone concerned.  As a univer-
sity teacher, it was very important for
me to have contact with high school
teachers who are teaching future col-
lege students.  I was impressed with
the quality and dedication of Korean
teachers.  They share many of the
same concerns as teachers in the
United States:  motivating students,
lack of time, large classes, and so on.
However the methods that we use in
teaching are very different.  Whereas
American teachers stress critical
thinking and creative activities, the
Korean teachers are convinced of
their need to prepare their students for
university entrance exams. Clearly,

the teachers who participated in the
workshop did not need much help
with their personal reading skills but
rather they needed some new ideas
for how to teach reading to their stu-
dents.  They already realized that the
grammar and translation methods
they had been using were boring for
their students and for themselves as
well.  From this workshop they got
some new ways to approach teach-
ing reading and they began thinking
about developing their teaching in
other ways as well.  One teacher told
me she would like to incorporate more
creative activities into her classroom
and she thought that this would mo-

tivate her students to learn more En-
glish.  Another teacher noted that he
had never thought about assessing
students' prior knowledge and now he
realized that his students probably
had extensive knowledge that they
could use in their reading assign-
ments.  Finally, one teacher expressed
frustration that she was learning so
many new ways to teach and she
wanted her students to use critical
thinking skills but did not have the
time for these techniques because she
was already short of time due to the
required curriculum.  Any changes
she could make would have to wait
until the curriculum is changed or
until college entrance exams are re-
vised.
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By Kiama Robinson

I picked up this WARM-
UP activity up several
years ago from Ritsuko

Nakata and have used it in
four countries with suc-
cess.  This can be used for any age
group, and any number of students
as the only restrictions are good vis-
ibility of the poster, paper, pencil cray-
ons, and tolerance for a lot of chant-
ing and clapping sounds.  This is ex-
cellent for working on letter differ-
ences: e.g. "she/c", "g/z", "b/p".

PURPOSE:
For students to become more than
familiar with the alphabet, and the
colours used to fill in the letters (see
also extention activities)

MATERIALS :
*One large sheet of paper with the
letters of the alphabet drawn very
large, in either upper or lower case
letters, and filled in with bright
colours. *Tape or thumbtacks to dis-
play it

PROCEDURE:
*Before class, prepare the poster.  This
could take at least an hour to sketch,
outline, and colour in the letters.  *Ex-
plain briefly, and model how to do this
activity: 1. "Tell me the alphabet from
the beginning.  Now, say it back-
wards." 2. Review the colours used
in the poster. 3. "Tell me one colour."
(from the poster!)"Now, tell me only
the letters that are (sky blue) from the
beginning." 4. "Tell me the alphabet
from the beginning, but do not say the
(sky      blue) letters.  Clap for the (sky
blue) letters." 5. "Tell me another
colour.  Tell me the (orange)letters
from the      beginning.  Tell me the
(orange and sky blue) letters now
from      the beginning." 6. "Tell me
the alphabet from the beginning, but
clap for the      (orange) and (sky
blue)letters." *It is not necessary to
repeat the whole sequence every time,
or even the first time. *To make it a

Alphabet clap; chanting minimal pairs

little more challenging, use "back-
wards" instead of "from the begin-
ning" at later stages.

EXTENSION ACTIVITIES :
*Make a second poster using more
colours, and do not use the same
colour sequence.  (This is more diffi-
cult.) *Spelling Bee: Spell out words
which the students transcribe, and
dictate back to the teacher/writer at the
board. (These could be review items,
or things that will be introduced
soon.) *Give students four or so
words to put into alphabetical order,

starting with easy (e.g. door,
frog, help, tomato...) and
working up to more difficult
(e.g. door, dream, fresh,
frog...)in later installments.
(This helps students locate
words in the dictionary
more effectively.)

NOTE:
This sounds dead easy, doesn't it?  It's
not!  Try it yourself!

The author is currently teaching at
a public middle school in Pusan.  Her
five years of teaching experience
span five countries. She is hard at
work on her Master's thesis in TESL
from the School for International
Training. Comments about this or
other "Teachniques" are welcomed:
KATKIM@HOTMAIL.COM

have fights "like any other married
couple". Like most couples, the hus-
band and wife share household
chores together.  But, compared with
Korean husbands, foreign husbands
are more attentive and caring towards
the family.

ABOUT THE CHILDREN

Only a few couples we interviewed
had children.  According to Korean
law, their children follow their father's
family name and nationality, which,
they say, gives more benefit to the
kids.  The children automatically be-
come bilingual and gain a greater un-
derstanding of diverse cultures.

While some parents worry that their
children will never really feel a part
of either culture, the inter-racial
couples we interviewed felt that rais-
ing bi-racial children can be an asset
to a global world society.  They be-
lieve their children are more open to
new worlds and various cultures.

They easily learn new languages in
addition to their two mother tongues
and are able to better assimilate into
our multi-cultural world.

CONCLUSION

The point we would like to make is
that, as the married couples we inter-
viewed also stressed, the way we view
inter-racial couples must be changed.
We should no longer view such rela-
tionships as strange and abnormal,
but rather we should view such rela-
tionships as normal and healthy.  Of
course, there will be confusion and
difficulty caused by the different lan-
guage and social values in cross-cul-
tural relationships.  However, we have
found that cross-cultural relationships
have nothing substantially different
from a relationship within one culture
in general. The choice must be up to
individuals, whether he or she
chooses a partner from a different
cultural background or not.

We would like to thank all the cross-
cultural couples from KoTESOL who
helped us out with this survey.

Cross-cultural couples
-continued from page 10
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How is the money spent by KOTESOL?

FAQ s edited byedited byedited byedited byedited by
Steve GarriguesSteve GarriguesSteve GarriguesSteve GarriguesSteve Garrigues

One of the great things
about having an "English

Connection" in Korea is being
able to find answers to those
puzzles, mysteries and conun-
drums which arise through liv-
ing and working here. What-
ever question or problem I
might be facing at the moment, I should
know that I am not alone, and out there
somewhere there must be someone who
has the answers that I need. Some of us
may be fairly new to teaching in Korea,
while others are "old Korea hands". Who-
ever we are, we all we have had experi-
ences and insights which might be help-
ful to others. The aim of this column is to
provide a forum for our TESOL members
to share their questions, and especially their
answers, with each other.

These days there is a tremendous boom
in "kiddie English" in Korea, and conse-
quently many teachers find themselves
facing a room full of very active little indi-
viduals who don't show the least bit of in-
terest in learning English. The following
question, from Christa Caputa, may sound
familiar to many of you.

QUESTION: I am "teaching" in Korea at
present and am really struggling with one
class in particular.  The students are ap-
proximately 9 years old (all boys, by the
way) and they really have no motivation
to learn English.  My director has us using
Chatterbox as a text but it is rare that I can
execute any activity that I have planned.
Emotionally I am beginning to react like
they do and I am becoming a successful
failure at teaching. There is NO discipline
in the classroom and my director is upset
at me, I'm upset at them and no teaching
is happening. What can I do? Any ideas
or support will be greatly appreciated.

 If you would like to respond for inclusion
in the next issue of The English Connec-
tion, please send your comments to me
(Steve Garrigues) by email
(steve@bh.kyungpook.ac.kr) or fax (053-
950-5133).

Q: How is the money spent by KOTESOL
that is received from member's dues pay-
ments.

answered by Jack Large

All of the funds received by KOTESOL
go into the treasury account, with the

elected treasurer being the only  individual
authorized to make withdrawals. With-
drawals are authorized once a request or

budget proposal has been thoroughly re-
viewed by the finance committee, and
committed to a vote in the executive busi-
ness meeting. Once passed, a form called
the "authorization and request for dis-
bursement" (A&R) containing details of
the approved expense payment and the
signature of 3 executive committee mem-
bers present and voting.

Chapters (there are six) are entitled to up
to 50% of the dues paid by members
within their geographical sphere of influ-
ence, unless otherwise requested by the
member. To receive the funds, chapter of-
ficials prepare a budget for the coming
years activities and associated expenses.
These include items such as the costs of
printing and mailing announcements and
newsletters; meeting-related expenses
such as guest speakers and refreshments;
special activities for teachers and/or stu-
dents such as the drama events hosted by
the Taejon and Cholla chapters, mini-con-
ferences or presentations of the special in-
terest groups (SIGs).

A portion of the travel costs
of executive committee
members is paid, usually
30,000 won per meeting for
each of 4 meetings, and
members must attend the
meeting in order to be so
compensated. This sum has

not changed in 5 years of KOTESOL ex-
istence, while the costs of travel and lodg-
ing have seen multiple increases.

Additional costs are incurred by the vari-
ous standing and temporary committees
of KOTESOL, and do not include any
personal compensation for the great
number of voluntary hours of service
committee members contribute. They are
compensated for expenses incurred in the
process of record-keeping, database

maintenance, communications (phone,
fax, supplies, postage, etc.) and a long line
of individuals over the years have simply
donated many of the costs from their
pockets, in the interest and spirit of ser-
vice to the idea of KOTESOL.

In summary, an individual member ben-
efits from dues payments to KOTESOL
by participating in, and contributing time
and energy (as well as dues) to the many
various activities and adjuncts established
by their colleague members. These ben-
efits are led by the strong teacher sup-
port  represented by regular chapter meet-
ings and mini-conferences, and by the
publications (newsletter, journal) pro-
duced. The opportunity to be part of a
teacher network, with the support it im-
plies, as well as being connected to a
group actively courted by materials pro-
viders, employment opportunities, pro-
fessional advancement pools and other
adjuncts of association membership all
combine to ensure that membership in
KOTESOL is a wise investment.

Individual members benefit from dues paid
by participating in the many various activi-
ties and adjuncts.
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reviewed by
Gina Crocetti

Roleplay is one in a
well-known and
growing series of

teacher resource books ed-
ited by Alan Maley.  The book offers
60 roleplay activities and suggestions
for further adaptation.  These are or-
ganized into five sections beginning
with "Preparing the ground."  This
section introduces highly-controlled,
teacher directed activities to build stu-
dents' confidence in experimenting
with language in real world situations.
Roleplays in the second section, "Off
the cuff," provide the student with
vocabulary and functional language
for use in their roles.  Thus while the
activities require creativity with lan-
guage, students are not at a loss for
words.  The activities in the third sec-
tion, "Now tell me ..." operate on in-
formation gaps where students are
provided with different roles and in-
formation they must communicate to
each other.  The final two sections,
"Make up your mind" and "Simula-

tions," offer improvised dramas and
simulations for students to continue
to develop their ability to interact with
other people.  These activities are less
structured and thus call on students
to use their existing knowledge of
English in unique and creative ways.
Within each section, roleplays that are
easy to use are presented first and
become more challenging in order to
address the needs of teachers and stu-
dents as they become more familiar
with the use of roleplay.

Using roleplay in the classroom is a
fun, enjoyable means of motivation
for both the students and the teacher.
It provides students with experience
in speaking in a wide variety of situa-
tions and gives them continual prac-
tice with phatic forms of language
through the small talk that naturally
occurs in conversations.  The roleplay

can be geared and adapted
for students to practice
communicating in the par-
ticular work, travel, or
study situations they are
preparing to meet.
Through taking on a role,
students don a mask of

safety in their character and their own
personality is safe from being impli-
cated in the dialogue.

In her introduction, the author gives
practical guidance on how to use
roleplay to develop fluency, as well
as how to conduct feedback sessions,
involve shy and reticent students, and
how and when to correct mistakes.
The extensive, easy to use table of
contents enables users to quickly
identify activities to address focal
points in lessons and integrate the
four skill areas.  This book is ideal for
inexperienced teachers wishing to use
the technique because it provides
practical step-by-step guidance on
how to structure the activities.  Expe-
rienced teachers looking for new ideas
will find it a welcome addition to their
resource materials.

Roleplay  By Gillian Porter Ladousse

Bookreviews
edited byedited byedited byedited byedited by
Gina CrocettiGina CrocettiGina CrocettiGina CrocettiGina Crocetti
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CONFERENCES

Jul 5-6 '97 The 3rd Conference on Pho-
netic Sciences Main Theme: English
Phonetics and Teaching English Pro-
nunciation THE PHONETIC SOCI-
ETY OF KOREA,  In cooperation
with the Foreign Language Education
Centre, PKNU, Sponsored by the
British Council and Korea TESOL
Pukyong National University
(PKNU) This conference aims to pro-
vide a forum for presenting research
and teaching experience on teaching
English pronunciation and develop-
ing listening skills.  The official lan-
guages of the conference are Korean
andEnglish. Professor Hyunbok Lee,
Dept. of Linguistics, Seoul National
University Shillim Dong, Kwanak
Gu, Seoul, Korea            .
(Tel) 02-880-6173  (Fax) 02-877-0946
(e-mail) sicops96@plaza.snu.ac.kr
Dr. Ho-Young Lee, Department of
Korean, Pukyong National Univer-
sity,  599-1 Daeyon Dong, Nam Gu,
Pusan, Korea (Tel) 051-620-6616
(Fax) 051-621-8167 (e-mail)
leehy@dolphin.pknu.ac.kr Fee:
30,000 Won if registered by 28 June,
40,000 Won after Keynote Speakers:
Prof. H.B. Lee (Seoul National Uni-
versity)  Mr. Michael Ashby (Univer-
sity College London) Prof. Masaki
Tsuzuki (Aichi-Gakuin University)

Jul 8-10 '97 The 26th Workshop on En-
glish Phonetics THE PHONETIC
SOCIETY OF KOREA,  Sponsored
by the British Council and Korea
TESOL Seoul National University
This workshop aims to provide pro-
fessors, English Teachers and stu-
dents   with materials and methodol-
ogy for teaching English Pronuncia-
tion.  In this workshop, Mr. Michael
Ashby, Senior Lecturer at University
College London, and Professor
Masaki Tsuzuki, President of the En-
glish Phonetic Society of Japan, will
give special lectures. Fee: 30,000 Won
if registered by 30 June, 40,000 Won
after. Mr. Il-Jin Chung,    Dept. of
Linguistics, Seoul National Univer-

sity  Shillim
Dong, Kwanak
Gu, Seoul, Ko-
rea (Tel) 02-
880-6173 (Fax)
02-877-0946
( e - m a i l )
s i c o p s 9 6 @
plaza.snu.ac.kr

Aug 11-15 '97 SICOL '97  The Fourth
Seoul International Conference on
Linguistics "The Prospect of Lan-
guage Studies in the 21st Century."
THE LINGUISTIC SOCIETY OF
KOREA Sogang University The con-
ference will consist of (1) a series of
forum lectures for the plenary ses-
sion by invited leading scholars, (2)
general sesssions for presentation of
submitted papers, and (3) special ses-
sions focusing on the following top-
ics: (i) Space Semantics, (ii) Phonet-
ics in Phonology, (iii) Ellipsis in Syn-
tax and Semantics.                        .
INVITED SPEAKERS: R o b e r t
Freidin (Princeton U.) Ronald W.
Langacker (USCD)    Edward Keenan
(UCLA) Susumo Kuno
(Harvard U.) Donca Steriade (UCLA)
For Further information, please con-
tact: Prof. Ki-jeong Lee Dept of
English, Hanyang Univ.  (Tel)  (02)
290-0777 (Fax)  (02) 290-0741 (e-
mail)   kjlee@email.hanyang.ac.kr
OR Prof. Jong-Yurl Yoon    Dept of
English, Kookmin Univ. (Tel)  (02)
910-4378 (Fax)  (02) 910-4229
(e-mail)  liku@kmu.kookmin.ac.kr

Aug 13-16 '97 International Young/
School Age Learner's Conference
"Exploring the best techniques of
teaching and learning English in Pri-
mary and Secondary Schools in the
Korean Situation." KOSETA / PETA
/ British Council / IATEFL / TTI TTI
International Conference Center,
Seoul, Korea KOSETA   #1 Yongsan-
Dong, Yongsan-Gu, Seoul  140-02
(Tel)  (02) 754-6319                          .
(Fax)  (02) 774-1368

Aug 15-16, '97 First International Con-
ference on Cognitive Science The
Korean Society for Cognitive Science
Seoul National University Conven-
tion Center

Aug 22-24, '97 ROCLING X (1997) In-
ternational Conference Research on
Computational Linguistics Academia
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan Official Con-
ference Language: English     Addi-
tional Conference Language: Chinese

(Mandarin) Invited Speakers:
Janet D. Fodor, CUNY, President of
the Linguistic Society of America
(1997) Beth Levin, Northwestern
University         Ovid T.L. Tzeng,
National Chung Cheng University,
Member of Academia Sinica Contact:
ROCLING X  c/o Dr. Keh-Jiann Chen
Institute of Information Science,
Academia Sinica   Nankang, Taipei
115  Taiwan (Tel/Fax) +886-2-788-
1638.

Aug 27-8, '97 Session 1 of the 5th In-
ternational Symposium of the (Japa-
nese) National Language Research
Institute "Language Study and The-
saurus of the World." Tokyo, Japan
Preceding the symposium there will
be an open session about thesaurus.
Secretariat:    Hiroshi Nakano, Na-
tional Language Research Institute 3-
9-14 Nishigaoka, Kita-Ku, Tokyo
JAPAN 115                                               .
(e-mail) nakano@kokken.go.jp

Oct 3-5, '97 THE 1997 KOREA TESOL
CONFERENCE "Technology in Edu-
cation: Communicating Beyond Tra-
ditional Networks" Kyoung-Ju Edu-
cation and Culture Center Kyoungju,
Kyungbuk (see page display in this
issue) Contact:  Demetra E. Gates,
Taegu National University of Educa-
tion, Dept of English Educ., 1797-6
Daemyung 2 Dong, Nam-ku, Taegu,
705-715  S.KOREA (Tel-w) (053)
620-1426 (Fax-w) (053) 622-8270
(Tel-h) (053) 559-4292 (Fax-h) (053)
559-4293 (e-mail)
gates@taekyo.taegu-e.ac.kr OR Kari
Kugler,  Keimyung Jr. College, Dept.
of Tourism and English Interpreta-
tion, 2139 Daemyung-dong, Nam-ku,
Taegu, 705-037, S.KOREA (Tel-w)
(053) 620-2663 (Fax-w) (053) 627-
0413 (Tel-h) (053) 653-5416         .
(Fax-h) (053) 628-3340                        .
(e-mail) haceta@bora.dacom.co.kr

Oct 9-12 '97 JALT '97   "Trends and
Transitions" Hamamatsu City,
Shizuoka Prefecture, Japan (see page
display in this issue) Manager, JALT
Central Office  /  Urban Edge Build-
ing 5th Floor   1-37-9 Taito, Taito-
ku, Tokyo 110 JAPAN (Tel) +81-3-
3837-1630 (office hours, M-F)
(Fax) +81-3-3837-1631                        .
(e-mail)  lbd@gol.com will be routed
properly (Web Site) http://
langue.hyper.chubu.ac. jp / ja l t /
JALT97 conference information at
<http://www.miyazaki-mic.ac.jp/
JALT/JALT97.html>.

Calendar edited byedited byedited byedited byedited by
Robert J. DickeyRobert J. DickeyRobert J. DickeyRobert J. DickeyRobert J. Dickey
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Nov 7-9, '97 TESL/Canada '97   "World
Skills: Language and Living"
Victoria, British Columbia

Nov 14-16 '97 6th International Sym-
posium and Book Fair on English
Teaching English Teachers' Associa-
tion of Taiwan (ETA-ROC) National
Taiwan Normal Univ., Taipei, Tai-
wan. Contact:  Kari Kugler  (Tel-w)
(053) 620-2663 (Fax-w) (053) 627-
0413 (Tel-h) (053) 653-5416         .
(Fax-h) (053) 628-3340                        .
(e-mail) haceta@bora.dacom.co.kr
OR Prof. Hohanna E. Katchen,
Dept. of Foreign Languages,  Na-
tional Tsing Hua Univ., Hsinchu
30043  TAIWAN                                  .
(Fax-w) +886-3-571-8977.            .
(e-mail) katchen@FL.nthu.edu.tw

Nov 18-20 '97 "English for Specific
Purposes: Meeting the Challenges of
Today and Tomorrow" Puteri Pan
Pacific Hotel, Johor Bahru, Malaysia
Fees: presenters, US$130 or RM 320;
participants, US $150 or RM 370
Chairperson ESP '97   Dept. of Mod-
ern Languages Faculty of Manage-
ment and Human Resource Develop-
ment Universiti Teknologi Malaysia,
Locked Bay 791,  80990 Johor Bahru,
Johor Darul Takzim, Malaysia            .
(e-mail)m-nabida@utmjb.utm.my or
Barbara Dobson.        .
<bdobson@umich.edu>

Nov 21-22 '97 Motivation in language
learning Novotel, York, England

Nov 21-23 '97 AATG-ACTFL (Ameri-
can Council on Teaching of For.
Lang.) Nashville, TN

Dec 2-4 '97 Natural Language Process-
ing Pacific Rim Symposium 1997
(NLPRS'97)  (Incorporating
SNLP'97) Phuket, Thailand

Jan 22-24 '98 18th Annual Thai TESOL
Conference "Maximizing Learning
Potentials" J.B. Hotel, Hat Yai,
Songkhla, Thailand Pre-Registration
Deadline:  Nov 1 '97 Fees:  Present-
ers US$60, Non-ThaiTESOL Mem-
bers Pre-Reg: US$105 On-Site Reg-
istration: US$120 Contact:  Naraporn
Chan-ocha,  Chulalongkorn Univ.
Language Institute, Phaya Thai Road,
Bangkok, 10330, Thailand (Tel) +66-
2-218-6027 (Fax) +66-2-252-5978 (e-
mail) fflnnco@chulkn.car.chula.ac.th

Mar 14-17 '98 American Assn of Ap-

plied Linguistics Annual Conference
Seattle, WA

Mar 17-21 '98 TESOL '98 "Connect-
ing Our Global Community" Seattle,
WA (USA) TESOL, Inc,  1600
Cameron St., Suite 300, Alexandria,
VA  22314-2751   USA                       .
(Tel)  +1-703-836-0774                    .
(Fax)  +1-703-836-6447                       .
(e-mail)  mbr@tesol.edu                 .
(Web Site)  http://www.tesol.edu

April 14-18 '98 32nd IATEFL Interna-
tional Conference Venue: UMIST,
Manchester

CALLS FOR PAPERS

Jul 5-6 '97 The 3rd Conference on Pho-
netic Sciences Main Theme: English
Phonetics and Teaching English Pro-
nunciation THE PHONETIC SOCI-
ETY OF KOREA Deadline for Sub-
mitting Abstracts: 12 June (Thur)
Deadline for Submitting Papers: 25
June (Wed) Abstract and paper sub-
missions should be sent to the ad-
dresses below. Professor Hyunbok
Lee, Dept. of Linguistics, Seoul Na-
tional University S h i l l i m
Dong, Kwanak Gu, Seoul, Korea
(Tel) 02-880-6173 (Fax) 02-877-0946
(e-mail) sicops96@plaza.snu.ac.kr
Dr. Ho-Young Lee, Department of
Korean, Pukyong National Univer-
sity,  599-1 Daeyon Dong, Nam Gu,
Pusan, Korea (Tel) 051-620-6616
(Fax) 051-621-8167 (e-mail)
leehy@dolphin.pknu.ac.kr

Aug 13-16 '97 International Young/
School Age Learner's Conference
"Exploring the best techniques of
teaching and learning English in    Pri-
mary and Secondary Schools in the
Korean Situation." KOSETA / PETA
/ British Council / IATEFL / TTI TTI
International Conference Center,
Seoul, Korea Call For Papers --
Application due by June 10, 1997
KOSETA   #1 Yongsan-Dong,
Yongsan-Gu, Seoul  140-02 (Tel)
(02) 754-6319 (Fax)  (02) 774-1368

Aug 22-24, '97 ROCLING X (1997) In-
ternational Conference Research on
Computational Linguistics Academia
Sinica, Taipei, Taiwan Call for Pa-
pers Topics of Interest: All areas of
Computational Linguistics and Natu-
ral Language Processing, including,
but not limited to: natural language

understanding, machine translation,
parsing, spoken language processing,
corpus linguistics, language-based
information retrieval, text processing,
electronic lexicon and lexical seman-
tics, speech recognition/synthesis.
Submission: ROCLING X  c/o Dr.
Keh-Jiann Chen   Institute of Infor-
mation Science,  Academia Sinica
Nankang, Taipei 115  TAIWAN
(Tel/Fax) 886-2-788-1638 Types: a)
Regular Paper [max. 25pp., double-
spaced,] b) Short Paper, and c)
Project Notes [both max. 10pp.,
double-spaced] Copies:  Send four
(4) copies of full paper.  Format: The
title page should indicate submission
type(s), and contain  abstract (less
than 200 words), name, affiliation,
address, and e-mail address of the
author(s). Papers should follow ei-
ther the ACL or the LSA stylesheet.
Strongly Recommended: Electronic
submission of the title page at the
same time of sending the paper. Elec-
tronic Submission: [plain text
files only] Accepted at
rocling@hp.iis.sinica.edu.tw OR
rocling@research.bell- labs.com
Submission Deadline: June 16, 1997
(Monday) Final Version of Paper
Due: August 1, 1997 (Friday)

Jan 22-24 '98 18th Annual Thai TESOL
Conference "Maximizing Learning
Potentials" J.B. Hotel, Hat Yai,
Songkhla, Thailand Proposals Due
Date:   Aug 17 '97 Relevance to the
theme of the conference, to English
Language Teaching in Thailand and
the Asia Pacific Region, and origi-
nality of approach are among the
major considerations in acceptance of
papers.

Mar 14-17 '98 American Assn of Ap-
plied Linguistics Annual Conference
Seattle, WA proposal due date: Au-
gust 1997

Mar 17-21 '98 TESOL '98 "Connect-
ing Our Global Community" Seattle,
WA (USA) TESOL, Inc,  1600
Cameron St., Suite 300, Alexandria,
VA  22314-2751   USA                        .
(Tel)  +1-703-836-0774                    .
(Fax)  +1-703-836-6447                        .
(e-mail)  mbr@tesol.edu (Web Site)
http://www.tesol.edu Calls for Par-
ticipation avail - call R. Dickey in
Korea at (0527) 52-1962 or e-mail
<rjdickey@soback.kornet.nm.kr>
Proposals due August 29, 19997
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Nominations for Annual Elections - 1997

Notice is hereby given that nominations for the following positions on the
National Executive Council of Korea TESOL, to assume office from the An-
nual Business Meeting at the National Conference on October 4, 1997, are
now open and will close at 5:00 p.m., Monday August 25, 1997.

In accordance with the Constitution the following positions are subject to
annual election:

n First Vice President (President-elect)
n Second Vice-President
n Secretary
n Treasurer

Nominations may be submitted by mail or facsimile to the Search Commit-
tee Chair, Rodney Gillett, by the due date. Nominations should include the
name and contact details of the proposer and seconder, as well as notifica-
tion of acceptance by the nominee.

A postal ballot shall be conducted from September 1, 1997, and close at 12
noon on October 4, 1997. All nominees will be requested to submit a state-
ment of qualification for distribution with the postal ballot.

For information about the election please contact Rodney Gillett by tele-
phone (0431) 53-8527 or by e-mail at rodney@alpha94.chongju.ac.kr

The address and fax number for nominations are as follows:

Rodney Gillett, Search Committee Chair
c/o Department of English Language and Literature
Chongju University
Naedok Dong Chongju 360-764
Chungbuk Province

Fax#: (0431) 53-8527
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KOTESOL Conference 1997
Pre-registration Procedure

Step 1: Go to any bank and Transfer 70,000 won "On-line" to:
KOTESOL treasury account (Treasurer-Kim Young Mi):
Korea Exchange Bank: #283-18-01616-1

(Koreans should include their full name in Hangul; Non-Koreans should use
their family name, followed by first initial, in English).

SAVE THE ON-LINE TRANSFER RECEIPT!! It is proof of payment and
backup admission ticket.

Step 2:  Photocopy the receipt, together with the words: KOTESOL '97 and your
name, address and phone number clearly and legibly printed in strong black
letters on the same page (English or Hangul).

Step 3:  Fax the photocopy to: (0653) 834-9170 Or Mail  it to:

Jack Large
English Education Department Wonkwang University
Iksan, Chonbuk 570-749
Korea

The cutoff date is September 1. Deposits made after Sept. 1 will be accepted,
IF  preregistration form is received by the cutoff date.

In case of late fee deposit, include a late processing fee of 10,000 won (total
80,000 won).

Forms received late, regardless of time of payment, will be forwarded to regis-
tration desk for normal processing and the difference between the pre-registra-
tion amount and the full amount will be collected.

Refund policy: Conference pre-registration is non-refundable, except in verifiable
cases of dire personal emergency.

In pre-arranged cases, fees paid by non-attending persons may be applied to
registration for  KOTESOL '98. Dues for 1997 membership (30,000 won) will
be deducted in that case.

NOTE:   Membership is automatically conferred on all who pay to attend the
KOTESOL annual conference. It is not optional, and cannot be waived for a
discount on registration.
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Who's Where in KOTESOL
National Officers and Committee Chairs

Dr. Park Joo-Kyung, President Dept. of English Honam
University Kwangju, 506-090 (F)062-940-5116
(Tel)062-940-5310(W);062-267-9357
joo@honam.honam.ac.kr

Prof. Carl Dusthimer, 1st Vice-President Dept of
English Hannam University Taejon 300-791 (F)042-
623-8472 (Tel)042-629-7336(W); 042-634-9235;
dustman@eve.hannam.ac.kr

Dr. Woo Sang-do, 2nd Vice-President Dept. of English
Education Kongju National Univ. of Education Kongju,
314-060 (F)0416-856-3576 (Tel) 0416-50-1741;
woosd@kongjuw2.kongju-e.ac.kr

Dr. Kim Young-Mi, Treasurer  Dept. of General Studies
Duksung Women's Univ. (F)02-901-8442 / 8060 (Tel)02-
901-8458(W); 02-381-3778(H);
Kimyoung@center.duksung.ac.kr

Ms. Rachael Philips, Secretary Dept. of English Chonju
Education University (Tel) 0652-81-7198 (w);0652-223-
8002

Dr. Kwon Oryang, Immediate Past President, Publicity
Committee Chair Dept. of English Education Seoul
National Univ. (F)02-536-7542 (Tel)02-880-7674
(W); 02-533-5217  (e-mail) oryang@plaza.snu.ac.kr

Dr. Kim Jeong-Ryeol, Pan-Asian Conference Chair,
Publication Committee Chair Dept. of Elementary
Education Korea National University of Education ; (e-
mail) jrkim@knuecc-sun.knue.ac.kr

Prof. Kari Kugler, Conference Co-Chair Dept. of
Tourism and English Interpretation Keimyung Junior
College Taegu, 705-037 (F)053-628-3340 (O)053-620-2663
(W)053-653-5416 (e-mail)haceta@bora.dacom.co.kr

Prof. Demetra Gates, Conference Co-Chair  Taegu
National University of Education Department of
English Education Work 1797-6 Taemyung 2 Dong,
Nam Gu Taegu 705-715 (H)053-559-4292 (HF)053-559-
4293 (W)053-620-1426 (F)053-622-8270
(e-mail) gatesde@taekyo.taegu-e.ac.kr

Aekyoung Large, Finance Committee Chair 105-1304
youngdeung Jeil Apts, Iksan-si, chonbuk 570-160
(H)0653-834-8529 (O)0653-50-6519 (F)0653-834-9170
(e-mail)larjak2@nuri.net

Jack Large, Membership Coordinator and Information
Systems Management Chair (see entry above)

Mary Wallace Commercial Member Liaison, Interna-
tional Liaison (H)062-943-5265 (W)062-940-5314
(F)062-940-5005 (e-mail)mary@honam.honam.ac.kr

Rodney Gillett Search Committee Chair Dept.of English
Lang. and Lit. Chongju University Chongju. 366-764.
(H)(0431)53-8527  (Fax)(0431)53-8527
(e-mail)rodney@alpha94.chongju.ac.kr

Prof. Thomas Duvernay Internet Coordinator, (F)0561-
771-2291 (T)0561-770-2132 (W);0561-771-2291(H);
duvernay@sejong.dongguk.ac.kr

Chapter Officers; Seoul

President Andrew Todd (F)02-773-3862; (Tel)02-757-
1327(W); 0344-913-4441 sundrews@bora.dacom.co.kr

Vice-Pres. Gavin Farrell 227 dong 105 ho Sonbudong
Hanyang Sujong Ansan-shi Kyong-gi-do
(H) 0345-86-0804 (B.P)015-8464-0804

Pusan Chapter

President Hwang Pyong-Young (F) 051-505-9317 (Tel)
051-502-9316(H) naun@hyowon.pusan.ac.kr

1 Vice-Pres Robert Dickey (F)0527-50-5250(W);0527-52-
1962 RJDICKEY@soback.kornet.nm.kr

2nd Vice President Leslie Miller (H)051-467-6913
(O)051-640-3195 (F)051-642-9387
(e-mail) miller@taejo.Pufs.ac.kr

Treasurer Michael Hughes (H)051-624-7482 (O)051-640-
3196 (F)051-642-9387 (e-mail)hughes@taejo.pufs.ac.kr

Secretary Jeanne E.Martinelli (H)051-510-2609
(B.P)012-784-8644 (W)051-510-2650
(e-mail)Jeanne@hyowon.cc.pusan.ac.kr

Cholla Chapter

President Kim Jin-Woo (F)062-573-0447;
(Tel)062-573-8190(W); 062-265-5162

Vice-Pres. Kim Min-Ju (F)062-267-6392
Treasurer Kim Hyun-Duk  (H)062-369-4642
Secretary Rachel Philips (see entry to left)

Taegu Chapter

President Dr. Chae Joon-Kee (F)053-950-6804;
(W)053-950-5291; (H)053-424-7158

Vice-Pres. Dr. Steve Garrigues (H)053-952-3613;
steve@bh.kyungpook.ac.kr

2nd Vice Pres. Dr. Han Sang-ho (W)0561-770-5098;
(H)053-751-8569

Treasurer Ms. Oh In-Sook (W)053-985-5033
(H)053-764-8531

Secretary Ms. Park Hee-Bon (H)053-791-5894

Taejon Chapter

President Lori Roach Han Nam University 133 Ojung
Dong Taejon 300-791 (H)042-625-5040 (O)042-629-
7335 (e-mail)mlroach@chollian.dacom.co.kr

Vice-Pres. Joo, Hyun Chul (H)42-522-9769
(Fax)042-527-1146

Treasurer Peggy Hickey (O)42-629-7417 (H)42-624-9722
Secretary Kirsten Reitan (O)042-869-4698 (H)869-4914

(e-mail)reitankb@sorak.kaist.ac.kr
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MemberMemberMemberMemberMembership Application / Changship Application / Changship Application / Changship Application / Changship Application / Chang e of Ade of Ade of Ade of Ade of Ad dressdressdressdressdress

Please fill in each item separately. Do not use such time-saving conventions as "see above." The database programs used to

generate mailing labels and membership directories sort answers in ways that make "see above" meaningless. Long answers may be

truncated. Use abreviations if necessary.

Please check the items that apply to you         Type of Membership
 o  New membership application o  Individual (30,000 won/year)
 o  Membership renewel o  Institutional (50,000 won/year)
 o  Change of address / information notice o  Commercial (300,000 won/ year)

Payment by o  Cash o  Check o  On-line transfer (Pleae make on-line payments to KOTESOL at the Foreign

Exchange Bank (¿ÜÈ¯ÀºÇà) account number 283-18-01616-1. In order to insure that your application is properly processed

either include your name on the bank transfer slip or send a photocopy of the bank transfer slip with this application.

First name: _______________________________   Last name: ___________________________

Chapter: ________________     (Seoul, Taejon, Taegu, Cholla, Pusan, Cheju)

Date of membership: _______-______-97 (Today's date.)

Confidential: _________  (YES or NO)  (If you answer YES, the following information will not be included in any

published form of the membership database. The information will be used by KOTESOL general office staff only for official

KOTESOL mailings. But, it means your friends will not be able to find you.)

E-mail address: _________________________________________________________________

Home  phone (_____)____________     fax (_____)____________     beeper (_____)___________

   _______________________________________________________________________
(House,   APT#  /  Dong)

   _______________________________________________________________________
(Gu  /  Ri  /  Myun  /  Up  /  Gun)

   _______________________________________________________     Zip: _______-_______
(City  /  Province  /  Country)

Work    phone (_____)____________     fax (_____)____________     cell   (_____)___________

   _______________________________________________________________________
(School,   company name)

   _______________________________________________________________________
(Bld. #  /  dong)

   _______________________________________________________________________
(Gu  /  Ri  /  Myun  /  Up  /  Gun)

   _______________________________________________________     Zip: _______-_______
(City  /  Province)

To which address would you prefer KOTESOL mailings be sent? ______________ (Home / Work)

Notation: Write a brief introduction of yourself ; major papers, presentaions, specialties, interests...
_______________________________________________________________________________
_______________________________________________________________________________

Date_________________________  Signature:_________________________________________

Mail this form to:
 Jack Large, Department of English Education W onkwang Univ.  344-2 Shiny ong Dong Iksan, Chonbuk 570-749

(Work phone) 0653-50-6519  (Home) 0653-834-8529 (F ax) 0653-834-9170 (E-mail) larjak2@nu ri .net

Korea TESOL
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